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Abstract 

Parallel manipulators have the advantages of having low inertia high ngidity and high 

load capacity. These advantages are usefuI where high speed, payload and accuracy are 

required. With the expansion of the appiications oFparaiIe1 manipulators to areas such as 

space and medicai environrnents, the demand for performing failure analysis and 

improving the reliability of the parallel devices is increasing. 

This work is a study of the methods for failure analysis of parailel manipulators. The 

failure modes and effects of parallel manipulators are investigated. For a given mobility 

ranging between two and six, the non-redundant, redundant (with one redundant active 

joint), fault tolerant and optimum kinematic c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n s  are investigated. Using 

failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) and fault tree anaiysis (FTA), the failure 

analysis of a three degrees of Eeedom @OF), four-branch parailel manipulator (one 

passive and three active branches) is performed. Methods for using redundancies to 

improve the reliability of the considered parallel manipulator are studied. 

The study of failure modes and their effects suggests that both properly designed 

manipulator Iayout and suitable redundancy should be considered in order to improve the 

reliability of manipulators. Based on the investigation of kinematic configurations of 

parallel manipuiators, the conditions and cnteria for optimal codigurations are proposed. 

The results of the configuration investigation can be used for parallel manipulator design. 

The present work indicates that FMEA and FTA are the effective tools for the failure 

analysis of parailel manipulators. FMEA and FTA can be used as the complementary 

methods to ensure the effectiveness of the failure analysis. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Developments in manufacturing technology have greatly improved the performance of 

robots in terms of hÏgh ffexibiiity, accuracy and productivity. As a result, the robot 

population is increasing rapidly in the world. At the same time, robots are being used for 

diverse applications. A robot has to b e  safe and reliable. An unreliable robot will not 

only cause high maintenance costs, long down time and failure of whole systern, but also 

it codd h m  the user or damage the environment/workpiece. In some applications, such 

as tasks in hazardous environments, space and remote operations, not onIy could a failure 

cause very senous consequences, but afso human access to the failed manipulator for 

repairs could be very dificult, dangerous or impossible. For these applications, high 

reliability is essentiai. The expected useful life of industrial robots is at least 40,000 

operating hours (Dhillon 1991). According to some published literature, the best mean 

time between failures (MTBF) achieved for industriai robots is only 2,500 hours (Dhillon 

199 1). This means that there is a demand for fùrther improvement of robot reliability. 

Failure is a complementary concept to reliability. Failure andysis is aimed at identifjkg 

the failure modes, causes and effects in a system so that counter measures could be 

developed to reduce the probability of failures, Le., to improve the reliability. 

Redundancy is an effective method for improving the fault tolerance capability of a 

system. Suitable redundancy incorporated in the design of a manipulator cm improve 

reliability. 



[n this thesis, based on the investigation OF different kinematic conEgurations, Failure 

modes of parallel manipulators are studied. This work presents methods for analyzing the 

failure and improving the reliability of parallel manipulators. In the rest of this chapter, 

the necessary background know ledge on parailel manipulators, some related reIiabiIity 

concepts, reliability aaalysis tools and retiability improvernents will be introduced. 

1.1 Background Knowledge 

1.1.1 Parallel manipulators 

A parallel manipulator consists o fa  mobile platform that is connected to a stationary base 

through parallel branches. Each of the branches is composed of links connected by joints. 

Stewart platform is a generai parallel manipuiator, which is shown in Figure 1.1. There 

are both active and passive joints on parallel manipulators. The actuated and sensed 

joints are active ones; the non-actuated, sensed or unsensed joints are passive ones. Since 

not d l  of the joints on the branches need to be actuated, different joints could be chosen 

as active ones. Normally the joints close to the base should be actuated so that the 

actuatoa can be mounted on or close to the base. The multiple branches, platform and 

base fonn closed loops. The payload is shared by the branches. These characteristics 

result in the advantages of parailei manipulaton of having low inertia, and high ngidity 

and Ioad capacity Therefore, parallel manipulators can be used for applications where 

high payload, high speed/acceleration, and/or hig h accuracy are desired. 



Figure 1- 1 Stewart piafonn (Fichter 1986)- 

1.1.2 Basic relhbility concepts 

A paraIlel manipulator is an engineering system. In order to perfom reliability analysis 

of paraiiel manipulators, some basic concepts used for the engineering system reliability 

evaluation wilf be introduced as follows, 

Probability 

Probability defines the quantitative likelihood of an event or events. Mathematically 

probability is a numerical index that varies between zero to unity; zero defines an 

absolute impossibility and unity defines an absolute certainty. If the probability of an 

event, X, is denoted as P(X),  it must satisfy: 

The situation where both events X and Y take place is denoted as X n Y (intersection of 

the two events). The situation where either Xor Y or both may occur is denoted as X u  Y 



(union of the two events). The probability of occurrence of events Xand Y are denoted as 

P { X )  and PCV, respectively. The probability of occurrence of union or intersection of 

events Xand Y can be caiculated (Roland and Moriarty 1983): 

Equations (1.2) and (1.3) deai wÏth the combinations of two related events. If rn events 

X,, are dl independent, then the relationships expressed Ui equations (1.2) and (1.3) can 

be expanded to the m events as following (lewis 1996): 

P(X1 uX2,---, UX,} = 1 - [1 - P{Xi}][I -P(Xz}]...[L -P{Xm}] (1 -4) 

Network modeling 

Network rnodeling is a system analysis method in which the syaem units are comected 

together in senes, paraiiel, meshed, or a combination of these. It can be used for 

reliability and failure analysis of a system Correspondingly, there are two basic types of 

systems: series and parallel. Networks are represented by block diagrams in which blocks 

stand for the system units. 

In series systems, the units are in series, and ody when d l  of the unïts work, the system 

works. In pardel systems, the units are in parallel, and when al1 of the units fail, the 

system fails. Combinations of series and paralle1 subsystems generate more complicated 



networks (Elsayed 1996), such as parailel-series* senes-paralleI, and mixed-parallel 

systems. Block diagrams in Figure 1.2 stand for the three kinds of systems. 

(a) Paraiiel - senes (b) Series - paralle1 

Figure 1.2, Différent eypes of networks (Elsayed 1996). 

Based on the probability caiculations of simple serial and paraIIel systems, the probability 

of complicated systems can be calculated. 

Cut sets 

A cut set was defined by Billinton and Allan (1992) as a set of system units that causes 

failure of the system when it fails. For a senes system consisting of units of A and B, 

there are three cut sets, A. B, and AB. For a parailel system consisting of two units of A 

and B, there is ody one cut set, AB. 

Failure rate 

Failure rate is the number of failures of a product per unit measure of Life. The measures 

of life could be time, cycles, miles and so on @hiilon 1991). 



Mean time between faiiures 

The mean time between fàilures (MTBF) is used to indicate the cycle time between 

failures in a systern. For a component or system with a constant failure rate, the 

numericd relationships between the tàilure rate (A)), MXBF and retiability at a certain 

time, R(t), are expressed as the following equations (Bloch and Geitner 1990). 

MTBF = 1/X 

R (t) = exp (- At) 

Equation (1-6) indicates that reiiability is a fùnction of tirne. ReiiabiIity andysis without 

considering the specified time provides only the relative reliabilities o f  the subsystems or 

components within a system or subsystem The t h e  factor will be excluded in the 

analysis perfonned in this thesis, because only the investigation of the relative reliabilities 

of subsystems and components of parallel manipulators is necessary. 

1.1.3 Failure and reüability analysis tools 

Problem solving is defined as "a logical process that includes identiwing the problem, 

defining the problem and correaing the problem" (Bloch and Geitner 1990). Analysis 

contributes to identmng and dehing the problerns. Therefore, andysis is a part of the 

problem solving activity. In general, an andysis method could lead to a 

qualitativelquantitative result. There are several established tools available to assess 

failures of a given system. Several standard methods will be introduced in the following 

sections. 



FaiIure mode and effect analysis 

Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) dates back to the L9607s when the moon flight 

program engineers devised it to forecast the potential problems with the components of 

space vehicles (Bloch and Geitner 1990). Since then this method has been applied to 

other industries. FMEA is presented in anaiytical forms. In the FMEA forms, possibte 

failure modes and faiIure causes of a group of components or subsystems, and the 

consequences of each Failure mode and available prevention measures are listed. The 

FMEA is maidy a qualitative andysis although estirnates of failure rates are ofien 

included. FMEA sornetimes is caiied the failure mode, effects and criticdity analysis 

(FMECA) when quantitative assessrnent is performed in the analysis (Roland and 

Monarty 1983, Nussey 1985, Rao 1992). 

There are three independent FMEA documents: the Design FMEA Manufacturing 

FMEA and Service FMEA (Bloch and Geitner 1990). The design FMEA emphasizes the 

failures that could occur with a product and the effects on the end users. The 

manufacruring FbEA lists and evafuates the varÏables that could affect the quality of a 

certain process- The service FiMEA evaluates service tools and manuals to ensure that no 

improper operation, that Leads to malfunctions, occurs. 

The detailed information of a given FMEA form should satise the specific needs and 

reflect the characteristics of a particular system. Normaily the information in the header 

of an FMEA form includes the name of the system or subsystem, its status and available 

documentation. An FMEA form consists of multiple columns. The columns would 

represent a listing of information related to the following items. 



(1) Number and name of the anaIyzed subsystem or component. 

(2) Failure modes of the analyzed subsystems or components. Basic failure modes of 

mechanical components are Iisted in Table 1.1 (Bloch and Geitner 1990). 

(3) Possible failure cause. A failure cause is an indication of a design weakness (Bloch 

and Geitner 1990), which couid lead the system to fàil. 

(4) Failure detedon. In this column, any available detection methods for the failure 

mode, such as instant automatic annunciation, inspections and hnctional tests, will be 

(5) Available countermeasures. The system/subsystem may possess appropriate 

countermeasures by design, which may prevent the failure mode from taking place, or 

reduce the possibility that the failure mode occurs. - 

Application 
ForcefSttess/ 
Impact 

Reactive 
environmen t 

Table 1.1. Basic failure modes of mechanical components. 

PadElement Ievel 1 Assemble level 

Cold embrittiement 
M a t i o n  breakthrough 1 nie-MdpeN 

Deformation 
Fracture 
Yielding 
Insulation rupture 

Corrosion 
Rusting 
S taining 
Cold embrittlement 
Corrosion fatigue 
Sweîiing 

Thermal 

Binding 
Seizïng 
Misaiigment 
D isplacement 
Loosening 
Fretîing 
Fit corrosion 

sofiening 1 
Creep 1 Thermai growth/contraction 

(6) Failure effects. They are the consequences following a particular faiiure mode. 

T h e  reiated 
factors 

- 
Overheatùig 
Fatigue 
Erosîon 
Wear 
Degradation 

Cyde Life attainment 
Relative wear 
AWg 
Degradation 
Foulin&ontamination 



(7) Frequency of occurrence. Occurrence ranking is used as a subjective estimate of the 

likelihood of occurrence ofa  fâïlure mode. Usudly an evaiuation value of I to IO is 

used €or occurrence ranking. Descriptive measures couid be deftned to measure 

occurrence ranking. 

(8) Severity. Seventy ranking is a subjective evaluation of senousness or  importance of a 

failure mode. It is weighted by either a numerical value ranging from 1 to 10 (Bloch 

and Geitner 1990), or descriptive Ievefs as defined by different anaiysts. 

(9) Detection ranking. It is a subjective estimate of the probability that a cause of fàilure 

c m  be detected and corrected before the cocresponding failure mode takes place. A 

numerical scale ranging fiom I to 10 could be used to evaluate the effort required to 

detect the failure. Aiso, descriptive meanires couid be used to descnbe the degree of 

effort required to detect and correct the failure. 

(10)Risk priority number (-W. RPN is the mathematical produa of the numerical 

values of occurrence, severity and detection ratings. 

(1 1) Recommended corrective actions. In this coIumn, rneasures taken to correct or 

eliminate the eEects of a failure mode are listed, 

FMEA has the following advantages: 

The M A  procedure c m  be implemented systematically using a standardized FMEA 

ana1 ytical form (Rao 1992). 

FMEA presents a consistent document for investigating al1 potential faults of a 

system, evaluating the rÏsk associated with the fault, and preventing the occurrence of 

high nsks @loch and Geitner 1990). 



FMEA enables the designers and people invotved in operations, maintenance, and 

repair, to gain a better knowledge of the system (Bloch and Geitner 1990). 

The disadvantages of FMEA are Iisted as foIlows: 

Uncertainty exists in M A  to diagnose the failure causes. One failure mode may be 

caused by more than one possible cause, and it is very hard to decide which cause is 

more responsible for the failure. Therefore, it is difficult to take the appropnate 

measures necessary to improve a certain component or to delete a certain failure 

cause. 

It is diEcult to achieve a precise FMEA andysis. Precision of this anaiytical method 

is greatly affected by the ski11 and experience of the analysts. Some items in the 

forms, such as occurrence and severity are quite subjectively decided. Therefore, the 

foms developed by different analysts may not reach the same conciusion. They may 

emphasize different components/subsystems and present dinerent measures to detect 

the potential failures and to improve the reliability of the whole system. A relatively 

accurate FMEA requires very detailed analysis so that ail the components can be 

traced. It is almost impossible to study al1 of the components of the system, because it 

is an extremely tirne consuming process. 

Fault tree analysis 

Fault tree analysis (FTA) was developed in 1961 by Watson of the Bell Laboratories to 

evaluate the safiety of a launch control system. The Boeing Company fùrther improved 

this technique to perform quantitative anaiysis of fauIt trees (Roland and Monarty 1983). 



Since then FMEA has been one of the most comrnonly used reliability analysis methods. 

FTA is particularly powerfùl to trace a tàilure to ail causes in a cornplex system. 

FTA is a deductive method that reasons from general to the specific. Using this method 

an undesired event (a failure) which is cailed a top event is put forward and al1 of the 

possible events and faults that rnight lead to the top event are determined. The failure 

paths are graphically represented by use of a fault tree drawing. A fault tree is 

constmcted fkom events and logical operators. Ideally, this top-down anaiysis should 

reach the level where the reliability data of the event is available, and therefore the 

quantitative analysis can b e  performed. 

Fmlt classification. Distinguishing the different types of faults is important in 

detemining the logical structure of a fault tree as well as the parts or components that are 

more likely to tead to a system failure. ln FTA the following two classifications have 

been widely used (Lewis 1996). 

(1) Primmy, secondary, and cornm~ndfadfs~ A primary fault occurs in an environment 

or under a loading for which the component is qualified. If a linkaje of a robot breaks 

when it is under less stress than designed, the linkage has a primary fault. A secondary 

fault occurs in an environment or under a loading for which the component is not 

qualified. For example, if a transmission sh& breaks under a loading higher than the 

design loading capacity, the shaft has a secondary fault. Secondaxy faults occur 

randomly, but they usually have constant failure rates. A command fault leads to a 

pnmary or secondary fault when a component operates correctly under the command, but 



the command is given at the wrong time or situation. For example, if an erroneous 

command causes a gripper of a manipulator to reIease the workpiece before it reaches Its 

destination, the manipulator will have a command fault. 

(2) Passive and active faults. Components of a system finction in either a static manner 

or a dynamic manner, and accordingiy components can be classified as the passive and 

active components. Components nich as links, bearings and bofts are passive 

cornponents, white joints, mitches and motors are active componems. A passive 

component may be thought of as a trammithg mechanism between active components. 

Faults occumng on passive components are defined as passive faults, and those occurring 

on active components are referred as active faults. Normaily the active components have 

much higher failure rates, often by two or three orders of magnitude, than the passive 

ones, 

Fault tree gates and symbols. Logic gates and cornmon symbols of fault tree anaiysis 

are listed in Table 1.2 (Roland and Moriarty 1983, B Ioch and Geitner 1990). 

Evaiuations of a fault tree. The two most straightfonvard methods for qualitatively 

evaluating the fault trees are top-down and bottom-up evaluations (Lewis 1996). Top- 

down evaluation starts with the top event and continues downward through the levels o€ 

the tree. Bottom-up, conversely to top-down method, starts fiom the basic events and 

continues upward. The logical relationship between the input events and top event can be 

expressed in terms of the OR or AND logic operators. It should be noted that the 

reduction results of the two methods are exactly the same. Logical reduction is usuaily 



used to s i m p l e  a fault tree so that the evaiuations of the fault tree can be perforrned more 

easily and efficientiy. Logical reduction is particularly important for cornplex fault trees 

where there are many intermediate levels, and many basic events. 

TabIe 1-2- Logic etes  and selected symbois of fadt tree 

OR Gate denotes the sîmaÏon in which an output event occurs if- one or more of 
the rz input wents occur. 

AND Gate deno tes the situation in which an output event occurs o d y  when aii the 
input events occur. 

1 

Pnorïty AND Gate- The priority condition is stated within the oval. 

RECTANGLE denotes an event that resuIts Gom the combination 
of fauit events through the logic gate. 

A 
TRIANGLE-in appears at the bottom of a me and denotes that the 
lower branch of the tree is show someplace else. 

/t 
TRIANGLE-out appears at the top of a tree and denotes that the tree 
is a subtree to one shown someplace else. 



In some instances a quantitative measure of the occurrence of the top event is required, 

which is based on the qualitative evduation Probability is usually employed to calculate 

the occurrence of the top event when the probabilities of the lowest level events are 

known. In fiault tree quantitative analysis, van-ous measures of reliability can be  used. 

Among these measurcs, fault rate is comrnonly used. Fault rate is the number of faults of 

an event or failures of a component per unit measure of life (Roland and MocÏarty 1983). 

The measure of life could be  time, cycles, miles and so on. The data of fauit rates of the 

components may be obtained nom a relateci reliability database. 

Advantages and disadvantages of FTA. Different researchers have stated the 

advantages and disadvantage of FTA (Roland and Moriarty 1983, Khodabandehloo 1984, 

Bloch and Geitner 1990, Lewis 1996). The statements did not necessarïly agree with 

each other. Based on a cornparison between the studies, the advantages and 

disadvantages oCFTA are sumrnarized as following- 

The major advantages of FTA are: 

FTA systematically breaks a studied system into the manageable subsystems that can 

be individually assessed and quantified where possible. FTA provides analysts with 

an insight into the system behavior by indicating the interactions of components or 

subsystems of a given system (Khodabandehloo 1984). 

FTA may result in the qualitativdquantitative outputs, which is the most 

advantageous for analysts cornpared with other reliability analysis methods (RoIand 

and Moriarty 1983). 



Al1 events that appear in fault trees are fault/accident-related events (Roland and 

Moriarty 1983). 

FTA is presented in graphics consisting of symbois and gates. It provides an 

illustrative description of system ttnctions and the relationships between events that 

lead to the same fault through an OR or AND gate. 

The major disadvantages of FTA are: 

There is no effective method to avoid the overiooking of events or neglecting 

operating or environment ai conditions (B Ioch and Geitner 1 990). A relatively 

accurate FTA requires very detailed analysis so that al1 the components c m  be traced. 

It will be an extremely time consuming proces? for a complicated system. 

Lack of reliable failure data weakens the power of FTA. 

[n fault trees, it is usually assumed that the events through an OR gate are 

independent. In a cornplex system, it is dificult to detennine if a condition of 

independence tmly exists (Roland and Monarty 1983). The following exampie will 

demonstrate this drawback 

It is assumed that an event, E, happens when any of the three events, A, B or C, happens. 

Quantitatively, the probability of the event E, P(E},  is the sum of the probabilities of the 

three events, P(A} ,  P{BJ and P{C). The probability values of events A, B and C are 

assumed respectively as 0.35, 0.25 and 0.45. 



Here the result of P ( E )  is greater than 1, which implies that the three events A, B and C 

are not independent, and some intersections must exist between the events. However, a 

fault tree can not indicate the dependence. In the situation where the events are not truiy 

independent, the result will be consemative (Roland and Moriarty 1983). 

Other methods 

Besides FTA and FMEq the foLiowing methods are aiso used for failure and reliability 

analysis of robots will be introduced brÏe£iy- 

A success tree is a modified fault tree that investigates success events instead of fault 

events. By replacing ail AND gates with OR gates and replacing ail OR gates with AND 

gates in a fault tree, this fault tree is changed into a success aee, and vice-versa. 

An event tree is a graphical representation of ail the events that can occur in a system. 

The events to be considered in an event tree are the States of the units, either success or 

failure. The graphical representation fans out iike the branches of a tree as the number of 

considered units increases. The units can be arranged in an arbitrary order. An event tree 

analysis (ETA) starts with the first unit and divides into two branches Leading to the 

success and failure of the unit. Both of the branches continue to pass the next unit and 

each branch will divide into two branches in terms of the state of the current unit. The 

procedure is carried out until al1 the units are exarnined. There are paths in the event 

tree of an n-unit system (Billinton and Allan 1992). Each of the paths stands for either 

success or failure of the system. 



As an example, the event tree of a three-unit senes-parailel system will be constmcted to 

demonstrate the rnethod of perfonning an ETA The network modeling of the system is 

shown as Figure 1.3. There are three units, A. B and C. In this event tree, FA, FB &d Fc 

stand for the fidure states of units A, B and C. SA, SB and SC stand for the success states 

of the units. F and S represent €dure and success of the system. The event tree shown in 

Figure 1.4 starts with unit A, and passes units B and C. There are eight (z3) paths in this 

event tree indicating eight possible combinations of the states of the u d s -  The only 

combinations for success OF the system are SA&&, &&Fc and SA&&- The ETA 

indicates that success of unit A and success of unit B or C are required to ensure the 

success of the system- 

u 

Figure 1.3. Netsvork modeiing of a three-imit -stem, 

Figure 1.4- Event tree of the system represented in Figure 1.3, 

L7 



For a purely series system, the failure of any one of the units will cause the faiIure of the 

system in the event tree OP such a syaem, there wiLl be only one path leading to the 

success of the system in which the states of all the units are success. On the other hand, 

for a pureLy parallel system, only when al1 the units fail wili the system fail. in the event 

tree of a pure parallel system, there will be only one path leading to the failure of the 

system. Obviously, ETA does not provide any insight of these two types of system. 

Also, ETA canno t result in quantitative analysis. 

An expert system is a high performance problem solving software program, whkh 

simulates the behavior of human experts in a specified domain and solves difficult 

problems efficiently. A typical expert system consists of three components: a knowledge 

base, a working memory, and an inference engine. The descriptions of expert-Ievel 

information required for problem solving are stored in the knowledge base. The working 

memory provides the interface between the user and the expert system as well as an 

automated knowledge acquisition tool. The inference engine solves a problem by 

interpreting the domain knowledge stored in the knowledge base, and records the facts 

about the current problem in the working rnemory (Tzafestas 1993). In order to solve a 

particular problem, the computer applies its embodied knowledge base and general 

problem solving procedures to the facts defined by the user to provide a specified 

solution. However, expert systerns can only be used in some specific and narrow 

domains, such as computer systems and medicine, because the cornmon sense knowledge 

stored in the knowledge base is insuficient to recognize a given problem that surpassed 

the range of their expertise (Tzafestas 1993). 



In the above mentioned rnethods, time is not taken into the considerations Markov 

modeling is a time dependent reliability analysis tool. It is applicable in both repairable 

(failed components can b e  repaired or replaced without intempting the mission) and non- 

repairable (components that fail remain failed d-ming the operation of the system) 

systerns. Markov modeling is used to evaluate the reliability of a stationary systern in 

which the parts fail independently and the repair rate of the system is constant @hiIlon 

1991, Billinton and Allan 1992). The stochastic transitional probability mat& is used to 

evaluate the probability of a component making a transition tiom one state to another 

state at a given time interval. The constant transition probabilities between the States, or 

the failure rate and repair rate of the system are required in order to perfom Markov 

modeling. 

1.1.4 The necessiîy of quantitative anaiysis 

Generally, quantitative andysis can ensure the effectiveness of qualitative analysis. 

Quantitative analysis of a fault tree could evaluate the probability of failure of a system or 

subsystem. For a success tree, quantitative analysis could estimate the probability of 

success of a system or subsystem. For N A ,  if the values of occurrence, seventy and 

detection ranking are achievable, the value of RPN can be calculated. 

For FTA, the logicd expression of the relationship between the basic eventslintermediate 

events and the top events should b e  developed by using the logicai operations Logicd 

reduction could be applied to conanta an equivalent simplified fault tree so that the 

performance of quantitative analysis could be made easier. The lack of reliability data is 

a limitation for the implernentation of quantitative analysis. The precision of the 



available data is also a concem. Generally speaking, failure data are obtained kom 

statistics- The deviation fiom the data exists and varies with individuai applications. 

Some data depend on subjective judgment greatly, such as severity and detection ranking. 

The iack of precision due to these drawbacks weakens the usefùiness of quantitative 

anaiysis. 

Relative quantitative evaluation of reliability could be carrïed out in some cases where the 

relative reiïabilities of the cornponents/subsystems of a system are desired. Considering a 

specific system, relative reliability ratings of the components codd be defined and 

corresponding values could be assigned- For example, the failure rate of a sensor could 

be rated as 1 and the failure rate of a motor could be rated as 2 (it is assumed that the 

probability of FaiIure of a motor is twice as high as that of a sensor). If the ratin~s are 

applied to al1 subsysterns, the relative reliabilities of the subsystems can be obtained. In 

this way, the subsystem with the least reIiabiIity in the system couid be identified and 

suitable measures could be developed to improve the reliability. 

Because an extra effort is needed to perform quantitative analysis and reliability data is 

not always available, quantitative analysis should be performed oniy when it is really 

necessary- 

1.1.5 Cornparison of different relinbility andysis tools 

The different analysis methods introduced in Section 1.1.3 wiïl be compared in order to 

help with choosing a suitable method for a specific task. The mechanisms of the methods 



distinguish them €rom each other and the  methods emphasize the failure and reliability of 

a system fiom different points of view. 

FMEA is an inductive methoci, and is presented in analyticai forrns. It is usehl for 

defining the effeas of a failure on a system or subsystem, and for evaluating the nsk of 

the failure- In addition, the detective methods, availabIe countermeasures and 

recomrnended actions are included in an M A  form. FTA is incapable of investïgating 

these items. An M A  form includes not only events that remit in the system failure, but 

also some events that oniy degrade the performance of the system. Al1 events included in 

a fault tree can be responsible for a failure of a system or a subsystem. fhere are more 

subjective evaluating items in an FMEA form, such as severity, occurrence ranking and 

detection ranking. Judgement of the anaiysts affects the correctness of FbEA more than 

that of FTA By logical gates and symbols, FTA presents the relationship between the 

input events and the output event, Le., the IogicaI condition under which the failure may 

happen is also presented. M A  can oniy l i a  failure causes as independent events. The 

relationship between these events cannot be indicated by FMEA. Due to the different 

expressive formats, FTA is much more illustrative, whereas FMEA is more suitabIe to be 

used as an operational document for troubleshooting or maintenance. Using logical 

operations. qualitative and quantitative analyses of a fault tree can be performed. Lo@cal 

reduction could simpli@ a fault tree and make the analysis easier. The reliability data, 

such as the failure rates of the basic events or components, are required for a quantitative 

analysis of fault tree. For FMEA, in order to get the value of RPN (risk pnority number), 

the numericai values of occurrence, severity and detection ranging are ail required. The 

cornparison of FTA and FMEA is briefly liaed in Table 1.3. 



Tabic 1.3, Cornparison OF FïA and FMEA 

Success tree. FTA investigates faults that cause a systern to fail. Success tree analysis 

(STA) investigates the required conditions and events for the success of a system. FTA 

and STA are deductive rnethods and are presented in graphical descriptions. if reliability 

data are available, both FTA and STA can result in a qualitative and quantitative output. 

Since the two meîhods are convertible by replacing ail AND gates with OR gates and 

replacing ail OR gates with AND gates, it is reasonable to consider them as two forms of 

a deductive graphical analysis method with different emphasis. 

Event tree analysis. The state of a component in an event tree is either success or 

failure. The detailed information, such as the fidure modes and causes, is not considered- 

ETA cannot be applied to the applications where detailed analysis is required. 
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the problems where definite reliab ility data was not available. However the computation 

of this method was very cornplex. It should be noted that in the studies of Sharma and 

Bazovsky (1993). and Leuschen et al. (L998), FTA was performed to provide the required 

information for performing Markov modeling. This indicates that FTA is a basic anaiysis 

tool and can be applied relatively easier. 

There are two main approaches to improve the reliability of a synem (Billinton and Allan 

1992). The first approach is improving the quality of not only the materids and 

components used in the system, but also the quality of manufacnuing, testing, calibration, 

transportation and operatioa The second approach is using redundancy where the 

assigned taçk of a failed component can be taken over by the redundant component- 

When redundancy is used in a system, diversity could be used to improve reliability. This 

means choosing similar components 60m different manufacturers, or dissimilar 

components that may have the same function. 

Maintaining an adequate supply of spare parts and performing preventive maintenance 

are recommended as the additional methods for improving the reliability of a system. 

Having spares avaiiable c m  reduce the down time. The optimum number and 

management of spares should be decided by using optimisation techniques. Components 

ideally should be replaced when they are nearïng the end of their useful life or when 

potential failures are detected. However, in practicg it is very difficult to predict the Iife 

cycles of cornponents or detect the potential failures precisely. Therefore, replacement of 



components is usually done at regular internais before the components fait (BiIIinton and 

Ailan 1992). 

1.1.7 Fault tolerance and redundancy 

Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to detect and cope with failures. A fault toIerant 

robot c m  efficiently cope with intemal failures and continue performing the assigned 

tasks without the human intervention. Redundancy is an effective method for improving 

fault toIerance capability of a robot* 

Some commonly used redundancies in mechanical systems can also be used for robotic 

systerns. These redundancies include structural (hardware) redundancy and functional 

redundancy (Visinsky et ai. 1994). 

Structural redundancy. If the redundant capabiIity of a systern is mainly provided by 

duplicated parts, the system has structurai redundancy. Structurai redundancy generally 

focuses on specific parts that are more likely to fail. Robots, which have redundant or 

backup components, are able to maintain their functionality in the presence of failures of 

these redundant parts. For example, a robot with n sensors per joint, can tolerate the 

failures of up to n - 1 sensors of a joint and still provide information about the joint to the 

controller. However, for robots, the mount  of hardware redundancy is often limited by 

cost, size and power considerations. 



Funetional redundancy. A system with functional redundancy obtains equivalent 

Functions nom dissimilar components, such as two different sensors (an encoder and a 

tachometer) in a joint of a robot. 

In addition to the above mentioned redundancies, there are other methods for providing 

robots with redundancies. For senal robots, the most comrnonly used redundancy is 

kinematic redundancy. ln addition to kinematic redundancy, paralle1 manipulators could 

have redundant sensing/actuation. 

Kinematic redundancy. if a task requires m degrees of fieedom @OF) and the 

manipulator can provide a mobility of n, when n > rn, the manipulator has kinematic 

redundancy and the quantity n - m is the degree of redundancy. Kinernatic redundancy is 

obtained by using redundant joints. 

Senal robots with more DOF than necessary to position and orient the end effector in irs 

workspace, have the advanta j e  of being kinemat ical l y redundant . Kinematic redundancy 

allows the robot to choose between multiple joint confi9rations for a given end effector 

position. This kind of redundancy can be used to create fault-tolerant aigonthms which 

use the alternate configurations to position a robot with failed joints. The workload of the 

failed joint codd be distributed to the remaining joints. 

For parailel manipulators, redundnnt sensing cm be obtained by actuating passive joints 

or adding passive sensed branches. Redundrnt actuation cm b e  obtained by replacing 

passive joints with active ones or adding active branches. 



1.2 Objectives and Orgnnization of Thesis 

The major objectives of this work are: investigation of failure modes and effects of 

paralle1 manipulators, selection of suitable robot reliability 

redundant and optimum configurations of parallel manipulators 

tolerance capabilities b y emplo ying redundancies. 

analysis tools, study of 

and improvement of fault 

A literature review is presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Previous research 

achievements reIated to the development of parallei rnanipulators, Mure  and reliability 

analysis methodologies, redundancy and fault tolerance of manipulators will b e  reviewed. 

In Chapter 3, for a given mobility ranging between two to six, the possible combinations 

of the number of branches and distributions of joints and actuators of basic parallel 

manipulators will be investigated. Based on the understanding of the CO nfigurations of 

parallel manipulators, the failure modes and effects of joints and branches of basic 

parallel manipulators (without redundant sensing or actuation) will be identified. 

In Chapter 4, basic paralle1 manipulators with a redundant actuation, which is obtained by 

replacing one of the passive joints with an active joint, will be studied. The redundant 

configurations obtained by adding the redundant actuation on different branches of the 

parallel manipulators will be investigated. For each possible redundant configuration, its 

fault tolerant configuration will b e examined. Adding redundant actuatio n on different 

branches will improve the fault tolerance capability of a parallel manipulator in different 

ways. The optimum configuration among a class of parallel manipulators, which could 



have the best fault tolerance capability, will b e  studied. The criteria for the optimum 

configurations will be suggested. 

A case study wÏ1i be perfonned in Chapter 5. The failure of a three DOF parallel 

manipulator wiI1 be studied. FTA and FMEA will be applied in the study of this 

manipulator to investigate its failue modes, effects and causes for faiiures. Based on the 

analysis resuits and the design of the rnanipulator, the available redundancies wilI be 

recommended to improve the fault tolerance capability. This study will demonstrate the 

p rocedure for carrying out a failure analysis of parallel manipulators. 

Ln Chapter 6, the availability and feasibility of redundancies, the redundancies used for 

coping with jammed joints and the re-evaluation of the reliability of  a parallel 

manipulator after the reliability has been irnproved by adopûng redundancies will be 

discussed. The conclusions obtained Eorn the current work will also be sumarized in 

this chap ter- 



Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2-1 Introduction 

High reliability is one of the desired capabilities of a robot. Robots could have electncai, 

mechanical, pneumatic, electronic, and hydraulic parts. The different sources of failures 

make the reliability problem of robots a challenging task. As mentioned in the previous 

chapter, failure and reliability are a pair of complementary concepts. In order to improve 

the reliability of a robot, a failure analysis should be perfonned fi,rst. Then measures that 

can improve the reliability, such as suitable redundancies, can be recommended. Using 

F T q  the improvement of reliability could be evaluated. 

This review narts with the literature on the devebpment of paraIIel manipulators. M e r  a 

brief review of the Filure sources of robots, the fdu re  and reliability analysis 

methodologies will be introduced. Redundancies have been used for improving the fault 

tolerance capabilities of robots. As a result of the improved fault tolerance capabilities, 

the reliability of the robots will be improved. The literature on achievements of robot 

fault tolerance and redundancies will aiso be reviewed. 

2.2 Development of Paralle1 Manipulators 

In 1965, Stewart presented the design of Stewart platform, which could provide motion in 

six DOF. Stewart suggested that the platfom be used in an aircraft simulator for pilot 

training. This type of platform consists of a mobile platform and a stationary base 



connected through six parallel branches. On each branch, there is an actuated prismatic 

joint connected to a sphencal joint and a two DOF joint, which are attached to the mobile 

planom and the base, respectively. The Stewart platforni has attracted the attention of 

many researche~ since it appeared Hunt (1983) discussed some alternative mechanicd 

designs of the Stewart pIaûorm and possible configurations of parailel branches. Parallei 

manipulators have the advantages of having higher accuracy, rigidity and load capacity, 

and improved dynamic characteristics, such as having a Iower center of mass and being 

able to operate at a high speed. These advantages are at the expense of smdler 

workspace (Hunt 1983, Fichter 2986)- 

Some researchers have studied the general layout of paralle1 manipulators. Malik and 

Kerr (1992) studied the rnobility of parallel manipulators and concluded that for a parallel 

manipulator with a given mobility, each branch was required to have the same mobility as 

the manipulator For spatial parallet manipulators, the rnobility, ibt was limited between 

three and six (3 S M  I 6) and the number of branches, L, was set between three and M (3 

5 L 5 1211). Podhorodeski and Pittens (1994) suggested that actuation symmetiy would be 

preferred so that a parallel manipulator could be used for different tasks. Podhorodeski 

and Pittens a i s 0  suggested that each branch should have at least six DOF in order to 

enable the manipulator to provide a mobility of six. 

Taking the advantages of parallel manipulators, different types of paraIlel manipulators 

have been developed. 



Parallel manipulators are capable OF providing hiçh accuracy. This feature is important 

for some applications. There is potential for paraIIel manipulators in the medical field. 

The surgicd robotic system used for maxillofacial surgery (Lueth et ai. L998) and the 

telesurgical workstation (Çavujoglu et al. 1999) are two examples of cornputer aided 

pardel robotic surgical devices. MerkIe (1997) proposed a design of a six DOF 

positional device, which could be used for producing displacements of a few nanometers. 

Parallei manipulators can also be  used as precise positioning systems for radar and 

satellite dishes (Michigan Technology University-Manufacturing Education Homepage). 

Using the high rigidity and load capacity, RoboCrane of National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (Albus et al. 1993) was designed to manipulate heavy objects and tools 

over large work volumes. Machine tools operating on a paralle1 manipulator prïnciple, 

such as the Hexapod of Hexel Corp. (Tornado 2000, Kreidler 1997) and the FLEXTOOL 

of Fanuc Robotics Inc., have the advantages of combing high dexterity with low inenia 

and high rigidity. 

FlexPicker of ABB Company, which is a four DOF Delta parallei manipulator (Clavel 

1988), is able to pick and sort Iight loads at high speed. The three DOF agile eye 

(Gosselin and St-Pierre 1997) was developed for the orientation of a carnera at high 

speed. 

A four DOF Delta manipulator can provide a rotational motion independent of the 

translational motions (Clavel 1988). To obtain three rotational motions for the end 



effector independent of its translations, Lallemand et al. (L997) proposed a 2-Delta 

parallel robot with six DOF- 

As the capabilities of parallel manipulaton develop, more and more applications will b e  

found. 

2.3 Safety and Retiability Analysis of Robots 

The fact that robots have dflerent sources of fidures and interactions of the failures 

makes reliability study of robots a challenge. The robot population is increasing 

dramatically. It has been reported that the world robot population was 30,000 in 1982 

and 520,000 in 1992 @hiilon and Fashandi 1997). Now more and more robots are used 

in remote or hazardous environments, such as the Canadarm space robot (Spar Aerospace 

Ltd.) and the nuclear waste clean-up manipulator (Waiker and Cavdaro 1996), where 

highIy reliable robots are required. At the same time, there are more physical contacts 

between robots and hurnans in applications, such as cornputer aided surgical robots 

(Lueth et al. 1998, Çavt~ogiu et ai. 1999) and robotic aids to the disabled (Michigan 

Technology University-Manufacturing Education homepage). The rapid growth of the 

robot popufatioq the expanding applications of robots and more physical contacts 

between robots and human make robotic safety and reliability an important issue. 



Identifying possible causes of failures is an important part of any rdiability investigation. 

It helps to classi@ different types of failures, to trace the causes and to develop measures 

to prevent or correct the failures. 

Failures of robors onginate Eom human factors and non-human factors. Human fkctors 

codd be any errors in the design, manukcturïng, installation, programming, testing 

maintenance, operation and so on (Khodabandehloo 1984, Deivanayagam 1986, Graham 

2988, DhiiIon and Fashandi 1997)- 

Different researchers defined the non-human factors in different ways. Khodabandehloo 

(1984) classified the non-human factors into three types incfuding random component 

failures (unpredictable failures occumng randody during the useful life of a component), 

systematic hardware faults (faiIures occumng due to unrevealed mechanisms present in 

the design), and software faults (controlling software and applications sohare).  

Besides human factors, Graham (1988) attributed the failure of a robot to the related 

support equipment. The function of robot safety equipment, such as safety barriers, 

interlock and waming devices, sensory systems, emergency stop controls and so on, was 

emphasized. The safety equipment acted to prevent humans fiom coming into the 

workspace of an activated robot, or to detect humans within the robot workspace. 

Ergonomic factors involved in interaction between humans and robots were also 

addressed. Proper design of workspace, speed at which a robot is allowed to operate, 



Iayout and number of safety related equipment and so on could contribute to an improved 

safety and reliability of a robot. 

Dhilon and Fashandi (1997) divided the failures of robot systems due to non-human 

factors into structural fâïlures (caused by components nibjected to extemal and interna1 

changes in temperature, pressure, etc.) and technological failures (caused by random 

component fidures, systematic hardware faults and software errors). 

Deivanayagam (1986) considered the effiects of the product and environments on the 

safety and reliability of robots. Here the product was defined as the input material which 

would be converted into output Environmental factors included the construction, 

perip heral facilities, other workers, and the atmosp here in the immediate environrnents of 

robots- 

2.3.2 Anaiysis methodologies 

As introduced formerly, there are sorne standard analysis tools For robot reiiability 

analysis. Some studies of robot reliability that were performed using these methods wÏlI 

now be reviewed. 

2.3.2.1 Fault tree andysis 

Khodabandehloo studied the causes for undesired robot rnovement of an electric robot in 

1984. The human related factors and hardwarelsoftware related factors were investigated. 



The top event of the fault tree was "undesirable robot movement". The maintenance 

ençineer errors and operator erron were examined under Suman related facton. The 

failures of the end effector, driving transmission, interface, supervisory 

computer/controfler, and joint controt were investigated as hardware and software related 

factors. The quantitative anaiysis of an example subtree was performed. This anaiysis 

could be used for optirnization of the design for a more reliable performance. 

Visinsky, Wafker and Cavailaro (1993) studied an eight DOF robot arrn, Riceobot of Rice 

University. Ricebot could tolerate up to two failed joints and still function although the 

workspace would be reduced. The fault uee of Riceobot was constructed as shown in 

Figure 2.1. The top event at the system level was the robot faiIure which couId occur as a 

result of the primary events including power failure, computer system failure and failure 

of any of the joints. Fault trees of the prirnary events were constructed. Some of the fault 

trees, such as the fault trees of the joints, investigated the basic level events. The eight 

joints in Figure 2.1 could be  considered as a six out of eight systern (Elsayed 1996) in 

which at least six joints should operate nonnally to provide sufficient DOF for the robot. 

Thus the necessary condition for the failure of motion generation is that more than two 

joints fail simultaneously. 

The fauft trees of a robotic waste retrievaf manipulator used to assis in cleaning the waste 

tanks at the Hanforci, Washington, Nuclear Site, were studied by Walker and Cavallaro in 

1996. The mechanical serial a m  was mounted above the tank and reached down into the 

tank to position retrievai tools. The top event of the arm was defined as the failure to 

remove the ann nom the tank. The causes for the top event had been traced to the level 



OF basic events. Based on the FTA of the manipuiator, some additions to the hardware 

configuration were presented to improve the reliability. These measures included 

redundant sensors (one backup sensor was added on each of the joint controllers), 

kinematic redundancy (one more joint was recommended to be added to the am), an 

emergency stop (activated by the operator to manuaily stop the motion of the robot arm to 

prevent collisions of the robot arm with obstacles), and a watchdog processor (it would 

provide additional monitoring independent of the robot joint motion controller). The fault 

trees of the improved robotic arm were constructed. These fault trees showed that Fault 

tolerance of the robot was improved. 

F a i i c  of Robot 7 

Figure 2-1, System level fault tree of Riceobot with two redundant joints (Visinsky et, d 1993). 



Typically, human factors are treated as undeveloped events in fault trees. KR the FTA of a 

robotic drilling system, Lin and Wang (1999) treated the human factors as unpredictable 

basic events and assigned subjective fuzzy error rates for the human errors. The failure 

rates of hardware were obtaïned Eom the availabte reliability handbooks- in this way, a 

fuvy probability of the top event couid be  obtained. The fault trees in this study 

combined the evafuations of hardware failures and human errors. The method for 

generating fwzy faiIure rates was presented in this study. 

2.3.2.2 Failure mode and effects indysis 

M A  has been used for reliability analysis in industry, such as mining (Nussey 1985, 

Majurndar 1995), auto manufacturing (Dale and Shaw L990) and electronic engineering 

(Mont~omery et al. 1996). FMEA is considered to be one of the most commody used 

robot reliability analysis rnethods (Khodabandehloo 1984, Dhillon and Anude 1993, 

DhilIon and Fashandi 1997). 

M A  in robot safety was performed by Jiang and Gainer (1987). The study was based 

on the investigation of thirty-two robot accidents that occurred between 1984 to 1986 in 

the U S . ,  West Germany, Sweden and lapan. The analysis included the accident sources, 

causes, effects on human safety, recommendations for operation, and applicable standards 

in each case. By using FMEA, the authors concluded that attention mus& be paid to the 

safety throughout al1 processes of robot implementation including workplace design, and 

robot installation, testing and operation. 



A survey of FMEA in the U K  motor industry performed by Dale and Shaw (1990) 

indicated that FMEA has been a mandatory requùement of the Ford Motor Company as 

an efficient quality planning and managing tooI to improve the product quality. The 

di fficulties encountered in using FME A were investigated. The main difficulties included 

deciding on the occurrence of failure, obtaining consistent RPN, deciding the seventy of 

failure, and identiQing the f ~ l u r e  modes and effects. In addition the study suggested that 

M A  software shouId be used to reduce the effort in preparing and updating the FMEA 

Montgomery et al. (1996) suggested the automation of FMEA for the design of electric or 

electronic circuits. The EMEA was perforrned by computer simulation. Specific 

software was developed to carry out the simulatio~ both qualitative and quantitative. 

SimuIation could ailow more options to be  considered in the earlier design stage. The 

FMEA software could generate more complete, consistent FMEA forms in a fiaction of 

the time required for the conventionai FMEA process. 

2.3.2.3 Other nnslysis tools 

Dhillon (1991) analyzed reliabilities of an electric and a hydraulic serial robot using 

success trees. For both the electric and hydraulic robots, Dhillon specified the reliability 

data of the basic events and calculated the reliabilities (probabilities of success) of the top 

events. For the electrïc robot, the top event of the success tree was defined as "robot will 

no t rnove undesirab ly" . The internai factors including interface, joint controt, end 

effector, drive transmission and supervisocy computer/controller, and the extemai factors, 

such as human action, were investigated The studied hydraulic robot had five joints and 



each joint was driven 

andysis perfonned on 

and controlled by a hydraulic servomechanisrn. Similar to the 

the elecaic robot, the top event was defined as "hydraulic robot 

arxn will not move undesirably". The necessary condition for the success of the top event 

was the success of al1 the subsystems including the electronic and control system, the 

drive system, the gripper system, and the hydraulic pressure supply. 

Khodabandehloo et ai. (1984) introduced an event tree of a robotic welding system 

There were seven events considered in the event tree inchding operator's movement, 

operator disabling robot arm by removing arm power, and unexpected robot movement. 

Each path of the event tree was a combination of the presence or absence of the events. 

In this analysis, al1 the combinations of the events that would lead to the failure of the 

robotic system were examined. 

Using bfarkov modeling, Shanna and Bazovsky (1993) studied the reliabilities of large 

fault tolerant systerns. As examples, two airplane systems and safety systems in nuciear 

reactors were studied. In order to perform Markov modeling, the failure rates and 

transition rates were given and severai cornputer based Markov tools were used to handle 

the required computations. In this work FTA was cornbined with Markov modeling. The 

fault tree was divided into small independent sub-trees that had the same maintenance 

inspection interval. 

A classic Markov modeling divides the configurations of a system into a number of 

States- Each of the States transfers to the others at a constant transition rate- Leuschen, 

Walker and Cavallaro (1998) proposed f i i q  Markov modeling for robot reliability 



analysis by using fuay component €ilure rates and transition rates. This method aflowed 

the uncertainty to be presented in the original data- The data were bounded between the 

conservative and optimistic limits. Aithough some approaches were proposed by the 

authors in this work to make the method Iess cornplex, the computational complexity was 

still higb In this work FTA was used to perform the failure analysis of an example robot 

arm before the funy Markov modeIÏng was carried out for analyzing the reliability of the 

robot, 

Visinsky et ai. (1993 1995) developed an expert system for robot fauIt detection. This 

expert system had an integrated fault tree database which stored a varïety of models of 

fault trees, The database also contained details of the robot hardware, and the control 

computer hardware and software. Tt was stated that the expert system supervisor could 

reveal functional replacements for faulty components and indicate possible causes or 

effects of the failure. A four-link planar manipulator was examined by the technique to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the expert system- 

2.4 Fault Toierance 

A fault tolerant robot is more reliabie because it is able to complete its mission in the 

presence of failures. Some studies on robot fault tolerance will be introduced in the 

following sections. 



2.4.1 Fault tolerance studies of serial manipubtors 

For seriai robots, fault tolerance has been snidied in tems of dexterity, which was defined 

as the ease with which motion of the end effector can b e  accomplished (Maciejewski 

1990, Lewis and Maciejewski 1994a), measures of fault tolerance and dexîerity, and 

optimal fault tolerant working space- Kinematically redundant manipulaton are more 

dexterous than non-redundant manipulators due to the increased number of DOF. The 

redundant DOF may aiso be used to optimize trajectory of the end effector before fiilure 

occurs- 

Jacobian matrices reflect the relationship between joint ratings and end effector velocities. 

If joint i €ails, the column i in the Jacobian matrix wiII be deleted. That means the 

number of joints will be reduced by one. In term of the propertïes of the remaining 

Jacobian m a t e  the dexterity of the reduced manipulators (the manipulator with a failed 

joint) was quantified (Lewis and Maciejewski 1994b). The propertïes of the Jacobian 

matrix were examined by the singular value decomposition (SM) (Maciejewski and 

Klein 1989, Decarlo 1989). The smallest singular value of the Jacobian was the measure 

of the kinematic fault tolermce and the worst-case dexterity of a manipulator 

(Maciejewski 1990, Lewis and Maciejewski 1994a 1994b). The effect of a joint failure 

on the dexterity of a kinematically redundant manipulator was also quantified. It was 

concluded that the minimum singular value of the reduced Jacobian matrïx should be as 

large as possible, so that al1 the minimum singular values with respect to different joints' 

failures should be equal. This conclusion was interpreted physically as attempting to 



make al1 joints contribute equally to the motion o f  the end effector so that al1 failures of 

joints are equaily likely Waciejewski 1990). 

For serial manipulators, the methods for ensuring that the kinematicaily redundant 

rnanipulators wouid be fault tolerant and for anaiyzing the manipulator's fault tolerant 

workspace were proposed by Lewis and Maciejewski (I994b) and Paredis et al. (1994). 

Wu et ai. (1991) presented a dual input, one output, differential system (consisting of a 

bevel planetary gear and two equal sun gears) to drive a single joint on the Space S huttle 

Remote Manipulator System, a six DOF robotic a m .  In this system two motors were 

required for driving this joint. The design allowed the two motors to run at different 

speeds. Monteverde and Tosunoglu (1 997) introduced a dual-achiation system for 

deaiing with the Eiilure of an actuator. This system incorporated two clutches that 

transformed the motion generated by one motor to two actuators. The advantage of a 

dual-actuator arrangement is that the fault tolerance capability of the joint could be 

irnproved. When one of the actuators failed, the other one would take dl of the payload 

and drive the joint. In addition, dunng normal operation, the two actuators could increase 

the payload capability of the manipulator. 

Some researchers suggested that the failed joint be Iocked or  braked to prevent 

unpredictable movement of the manipulator. English and Maciejewski (1998) presented 

meanires to anticipate free-swinging joint failures of slow-moving kinematically 

redundant manipulators. Free-wingzng failure referred to a hardware or software fault in 

a rnanipulator that caused the loss of torque (or force) on a joint. M e r  a fkee-swinging 

failure occurred, the Eree movement of the failed joint was decided by extemal forces and 



gravity- The possibility and negative consequences of a free-swinging joint failure were 

studied. The study was aimed to reduce the possibility and effects of fiee-swinging 

faiIures on manipulators- 

Hamilton et al. (1996) studied the measures used for evaiuating the benefits of adopting 

fault tolerance capability. In this study, the fault tolerance rating and the 

performance/cost rating were used as erectiveness measures. The fault tolerance rating 

was a ratio of the nurnber of subsystem &lues tolerable and the number of available 

subsystems. To calculate the performancdcost rating, besides the cost for adopting the 

fault tolerance capability, the different performance considerations, such as response 

time, accuracy and rigidity, were evaluated. These performance parameters of a system 

and the cost were assigned numerical rating values depending on the applications. The 

weighted average of the performance parameters and the cost was the perfomance/cost 

rating. 

2.4.2 Fault tolerance studies of parallel manipulators 

Regarding paraliel manipulators, redundant actuation and sensing have been studied by 

some researchers. These two rnethods were suggested to be used for improving fault 

tolerance capability of parallel manipulators. 

From mechanical viewpoint, parallel manipulators could be equipped with redundancy at 

different levels (Monteverde and Tosunogiu 1997): joint level, link level, subsystem level 

(robotic arms or parailel branches) and system leveI (single or multiple manipulators). 



Lower levels could provide fault isolation capability locally, whereas hiçher levels could 

be more capable to mask faults globally. 

Notash and Podhorodeski (199%) defined the levels of fault tolerance in which a 

manipulator couid remain in a safely controlled state afker it suffered a certain failure. 

The different levels of fault tolerant capability of pardel manipulators were defined as 

foI1ows. The manipulator can operate without degradation in performance; the 

manipularor can operate with limited performance twith compriseci de?cterity/reduced 

workspace); and the manipulator c m  terminate the task safely. 

Redundant sensing can be introduced into a parallel manipulator by sensing passive 

unsensed joints or adding redundant branch, either active or passive. By means of 

redundant sensing, the forward kinematics of parailei manipulators could be simpIified 

and closed-form solutions for forward displacement problems O P )  could be obtained 

(Merlet 1993, Cheok et ai. 1993, Notash and Podhorodeski 1994 and I99Sa). Using 

redundant sensing, failed sensors couId be detected and the information needed to control 

the end effector could be provided by other working sensors. 

Considering sensing passive unsensed joints, Merlet (1993) investigated a six DOF 

Stewart parallel manipulator. For this type of manipulator, it was suggested that adding 

four sensors on the passive joints were required for obtaining a closed-form solution for 

FDP. By using nine translational displacement sensors and appropriate geometrk 

relationships, Cheok et al. (1993) found a unique solution for FDP of Stewart platform. 

Notash and Podhorodeski (1994 1995a) found closed-form fonvard displacement 



solutions for the ciass of six DOF three-branch paralle1 manipulators by using one, two or 

three redundant sensors added on the chosen passive joints. Notash and Podhorodeski 

(199%) presented a sensor failure detection algorithm for a class of three-branch parallel 

manipuIators. The method was based on cornparison of solutions for FDP obtained by 

using dBerent combinations of redundant joint sensing. 

Considering the redundant sensing obtained by adding redundant branches, CIeary and 

Arai (1991) presented a spatial parailel manipulator with six active branches and one 

passive sensed branch. The passive branch had five rotary potenhometers and one 

prismatic potentiometer and was used to obtain closed-form solutions for the FDP of the 

parallel manipulator. Merlet (1993) presented a nine branch parailel manipulator 

obtained by adding three passive branches on a Stewart platform. The three passive 

branches met at the same point on the mobile platfonn and the leu* of the branches 

were measured by linear potentiometers. For this manipulator, it was suggested that three 

passive sensed branches were necessary to O btain a closed-form forward displacement 

solution. Notash and Podhorodeski (1996) added a redundant active branch on six DOF 

three branch parallel manipulators to reduce the number of the sotutions for FDP. 

Therefore, this class of parallel manipulators had redundant actuation as well as 

redundant sensing. The reduction of the number of solutions for FDP due to the addition 

of the active redundant branch was investigated. 

There are two types of actuation redundancy on parallel manipulators. The first type of 

redundant actuation is obtained by converting passive joints into active joints so that the 

total number of joints keeps the same. The second type of redundant actuation is obtained 



by adding active redundant branches to an existing manipulator. Actuation redundancy 

irnproves the force capability o f  parailel maniputators. After a parallel manipulator loses 

an actuation due to a failure, such as a motor failure, the forcdtorque applied to the 

mobile platform by the fâïled actuator wiI1 be distnbuted among the remaining actuators. 

Therefore, the maniputator could still handle the payload and complete its task 

Notash (1998) utilized the tirst type of redundant actuation to eliminate different cases of 

uncertainties (in an uncertainty confiwration a parallel manipulator is unable to apply a 

required forceltorque to support the end effector) OP a class of three-branch parallel 

manipulators. It was demonstrated that redundant actuation could reduce the 

uncertainties. When one redundant actuation was added on each of the three branches, all 

the potential uncertainties of this class of manipulators could be eliminated. 

Notash and Podhorodeski (1996) investigated the forward displacement analysis and 

uncertainty configurations of parallel manipulators with a redundant branch. This work 

showed that the addition of a redundant branch in the considered ctass of paraHel 

manipulators could reduce uncertainty configurations. The authors noted that the major 

disadvantages of adding redundant branches were the smaller workspace due to the 

interference between the branches, and the increase in the production cost and the weight. 

It was recommended that a redundant branch only be employed when redundant 

sensing/actuation were undesirable and/or the addition of a hrther branch was expected 

to increase the s ~ e s s .  



2.5 Chapter Surnmacy 

In this chapter the development and some applications of parallel manipulators were 

reviewed. The demand for parallet manipulators due to theu advantages indicated the 

necessity and importance of the robot failure and reliability studies. Selected fiterature on 

reliability and fitilure analysis using standard analytical methodologies and fault tolerance 

studies of both serial and parailel manipulators was reviewed. 



Chrpter 3 Failure Analysis of Pardel  Manipulators 

In order to improve the reliabiIity of a parauel manipulator, the failure modes and effect 

on the manipulator should be investigated. To do so, the configurations of basic parallel 

manipulators should be identified £kt. A manipulator could Fail due to any fàilure of its 

components that changes its configuration. Therefore, the failure modes and effects of 

the basic components and subsystems, such as the joints and branches, should be çtudied. 

Joints and links are the major components of a paraIlel manipulator. Joints are active 

components while links are passive. In general active components are more tikely to faii 

than passive ones. Therefore, the midy of the failure ofjoints should have priority. 

This chapter will start with the study of the distributions of joints and actuators of parallel 

manipulators for a given rnobility. Ail the possible joint and actuator distributions will be 

tabulated. The failure modes of active joints and passive joints will be identified. The 

effects of joint failures on the branches will be examined. Then, the failure modes and 

effects of the branches on the manipulators will be discussed. The effects of branch 

failure on a pardel manipulator will be discussed in terms of the effects on the mobility, 

actuation and change in layout. In order to examine the effects of the branch layout on 

the capability of a parallel manipulator to resist a branch failure, the fglure rates of three 

alternative layouts of a Stewart platform in terms of the faiiure rates of the branches will 

be evaluated. These manipulaton have the same mobility and the number of branches, 

and their branches are structurally identical to each other. The numerical anaiysis will 



indicate that a branch break or loss ofactuation affects the manipulators with different 

layouts in different ways. 

3.2 Joint and Actuator Distributions of Parailel Manipulators 

In order to complete the assigned task, the minimum nurnber of  single DOF joints on the 

manipulator is decided by the mobility of the mechanism and the number of pardel 

branches. Malik and Kerr (1992) proposed the following equation to indicate the 

relationship between mobility, number of branches and the number of single DOF joints. 

In equation (3. l), M represents the mobility of  the manipulator. L and n represent the 

numbers of branches and joints, respectively. Zm, represents the total number of single 

DOF joints on the manipulator. 

As mentioned in Section 2.2, Malik and Ken suggested that for non-redundant parallel 

manipulators, the maximum number of parallei branches should be equal to the rnobility 

of the platform, and the minimum number should be three. Since three was chosen as the 

minimum number of branches, the Iowest mobility of the platform was specifîed to be 

three. 

The current work wi11 include two-branch parallel manipulators and will investigate the 

relationships between the mobility, number of branches, and distribution of actuaton on 

the branches. The constraints descnbed by Malik and Kerr wili be modified as: 



For a paraitel rnanipulator v5tb a specified mobitity and n u m k  O€ paraitel brades , -  if 

the number of total single DOF joints is decided by equation ( 3 4 ,  and the number of 

actuators is equal to its mobiiity, the manipulator is defined as a b& paralIeï 

manipufator. A basic parallel manipulator has the minimum required number of single 

DOF joints and actuators. 

Regarding the constraints of equations (3 -2) and (3.3), ail possible parallel manipulators 

with different joint distributions are Iisted in Tables 3.1 to 3.5. Al1 possible actuator 

distributions are also studied and tabulated in Tables 3.1 to 3-5- In the tables, the cases 

are numbered as B-M-L-#. B denotes a basic manipulator. M and L denote the mobility 

and number of parallel branches of the rnanipulator. # is the case number of the 

manipulator. n stands for the total nurnber of single DOF joints of the manipulator. j, and 

a, (i = 1, ..., L) denote the number of joints and actuaton on branch i, respectively. In 

these tables, the order of the branches does not effect joint or actuator distribution. For 

example, in Table 3.1, an actuator distribution of 1-1-1-1-2 (Case B-6-5- 1) is the same as 

the actuator distribution of 1-2-1 -1 -1 - 

Table 3.1 shows that when M is equal to six, the basic parailel manipulators have 

syrnmetrïc joint distributions regardless of the number of branches. That is, no redundant 

joint is needed to make joint distribution syrnmetrical. 



TabEe 3. L. Disûïbutioos ofjoints and actuaton of pardiel manipulators with M = 6, 

Case 

B-6-6-1 

B-6-5-L 

B-6-4- L 

B-6-4-2 

B-6-3-1 

B-6-3 -2 

B-6-3-3 

B-6-2-1 

Bd-2-2 

B-6-2-3 

Basic configurations 

Table 3.2, Distributions of joints and actuators of parallel manipulators with M = 5. 

I l Basic configurations 

When M is equal to five, none of  the basic paraliel manipulators can achieve a 

Case 

B-5-5-1 

B-5-4-1 

B-5-3-1 

B-5-3 -2 

B-5-2-1 

B-5-2-2 

symmetrical joint distribution. Only one redundant joint is needed to make joint 

distribution syrnmetrical for any case. 

L 

5 

4 

3 

2 

It should be noted that, the minimum DOF of each branch should be equal to the mobility 

of the manipulator. A h ,  it should be noted that two-branch parallel manipulators could 

n 

29 

23 

17 

11 

j ~ y i - j ~ j ~ j ~  

54-6-64 

5-644 

5-64 

5-6 

al-a~a3-a-OS 

1-1-1-1-1 

1-1-1-2 

1-1-3 

1-2-2 

2-3 

1 4  



be planar manipulaton. In this case, the Grubler's equation for planar mechanisms could 

be applied: 

where 1 stands for the number of links, In this study, the parailel manipulators will be 

only considered as spatial ones. 

Table 3.3, Dimiutions of joints and actuators of parallet -puiators with M = 4- 

Case 
I I Basic configurations 

Table 3-4- Distniutions of joints and actuators of parallel -pulators wïth M = 3. 

l l Basic coni?gurations 



Table 3.5. Distributions orjoints ruid actuators of pardicl ~ - p d a t o r s  with M = 2. 

I I Basic configurations 

3.2.1 Relationship between rnobiiity, number of branches and number ofjoints 

The mobility of a parallel manipulator is the major factor that decides the number of 

Case 

B-2-2-1 

8-2-2-2 

B-2-2-3 

parallel branches. The mobility of a manipulator should be greater than or equal to the 

dimension of the task space of the manipulator. For a basic manipulator, the number of 

actuators should be taken to be equal to its mobility. In order to make the branches 

active, each branch should have at least one actuator. For a basic manipulator, this means 

that the number of branches should be equal to or less than the mobility. Tables 3. L to 3 -5 

indicate that for a given mobility, My the number of branches, L, could be any whole 

number between two and M- 

Tables 3.1 to 3.5 show that as the number of branches increases by one, the required total 

L 

2 

number of joints increases by six. This fact can be explained by the following equation 

rewritten 50m equation (3.1): 

The tables also show that the maximum number of joints on one branch is six. For a 

al-- 

l - L  

L-L 

1-1 

n 

8 

given mobility and a given number of the branches, the total number of joints on the 

II* 
2-6 

' 

3-5 

4-4 

manipulator can be decided by equation (3 -5). 



3.2.2 Relntiooship between actuator distribution and number o f  branches 

Considerations included in determining actuator distribution are as follows: 

The total number of actuators is equal to or greater than M. If the manipulator has 

actuators more than My ï t  has at Least one redundant actuator- 

Each branch should have at least one actuator to play an active role in dnving the 

parallel manipulator. 

In generd, a symrnevicai disaibution is preferred. A symmetrkal Iayout enables a 

parailel manipulator to carry out different tasks and couid reduce manufacturing costs. 

Tables 3 .  I to 3.5 show that when M L  is a whole number, a basic parallel manipulator cm 

achieve a symmetncal actuator distribution. For a given mobility, as the number of 

branches varies, the distribution ofactuatoa changes. For the basic manipulators listed in 

Tables 3.1 to 3.5, the number of actuators is equal to M, Le., the manipulators have 

minimum required actuators. 

3.3 Faiiure Modes and Effects of Parallel Manipuiators 

As previously mentioned, fdizu-e mode is the appearance, manner or fom in which the 

failure ofa  component or system manifests itself(Bi1linton and Allan 1992), and eBcl  of 

failzire is the consequence following a particular failure mode. In order to improve the 

reliability of a parallel manipulator, the failure modes and failure eEects should be 

investigated first Based on the study of the failure modes, the causes for the failures 

could be defined, and more importantly, measures could be taken to prevent the fiilmes 



60m happening or to reduce the failure effects as much as possible. Failures that affect 

the operation of a system the most seriously should be reduced or eliminated first. The 

study of failure effects can dso help decide which failure shouId be  considered Grst. 

O bviousl y, the failures that affect the manipulator the rnost seriously have pnority. 

A parallel rnanipulator consists of parallel branches, a mobile platform and a stationary 

base. If a paralle1 manipuiator is considered to be a system, then parallel branches cm be 

considered subsyaems that consia OF joints and links. When invesiigating failure modes 

of parallel manipulators, the failure modes of the subsystems and components shouid be 

investigated. Recaliing the FauIt classifications as mentioned in Section I . I -3, active 

components are more likely to fai1 than passive ones, and in çeneral, failures of active 

components affect the manipulator more seriously than that of passive ones. The joints 

are active parts compared with the links. Therefore, failures of the joints will be paid 

more attention. The failure modes of joints wiI1 be investigated and the effects of joint 

failures on branches will be discussed- Then the effects of branch failures on the 

manipulator will be discussed. 

3.3.1 Failure modes of joints and effects on branches 

Parailel manipulators have both active and passive joints. There could be two types of 

passive joints on a parailel manipulator: sensed and unsensed. In this section, the failure 

modes of joints and the effects of joint failures on branches will b e  discussed. 



Common failure modes of joints 

A failure of a joint could happen because of a joint jam or a joint break Joint jam and 

joint break are the common failure modes ofdifferent types ofjoints. 

A joint break separates the links connected to it into two pairs. The joint break Leads to 

branch break As a result, the manipulator wiil lose one working branch. Whether a joint 

break appears on an active joint or a passive joint (sensed or unsensed), the effects on the 

branch and the manipulator are the same. The eEects of a branch break on the 

manipdator will be discussed in Section 3 -3 -3. 

Joint jam could be caused by the deformation of the joint or deteriorated lubrication in the 

joint or other extemal factors, such as the intrusion of a foreign object. Joint jam prevents 

the links comected to the joint fiom moving relative to each other The effect of a joint 

jam on the branch and the manipulator depends on the joint type. 

A jammed active joint causes the branch to Iose both the DOF and actuation. While the 

actuator has to be shut down, the sensor equipped on the joint could be used to indicate 

the relative position of the two links connected to the jarnmed joint. Because the two 

links comected to the jarnmed joint cannot move relative to each other, the rigid 

comection could increase the potential for interference between branches. As a result, 

the jammed joint might reduce the dexterity and workspace of the manipulator. 



For a jammed passive sensed joint, a joint jam reduces the DOF of the manipulator while 

the sensor on the jammed joint might knction. A jammed passive unsensed joint only 

reduces the DOF of the manipulatoc 

Failure modes of active joints 

The major failure modes of active joints are actuator failure, transmission failure and 

sensor failure. 

Achrator failue: faifure of an actuator that degrades the active joint to a passive 

sensed joint, 

Trartsmission faiure: a failure that causes the transmission system to fail to transfer 

the motion generated by the actuator to the corresponding active joint. As a result the 

active joint could only be used as a passive sensed joint. 

Sensor failure: a failure that leads the sensor to fail to provide positioning information 

and as a resuIt the motion of the actuator will be uncontroIlabIe, although the actuator 

may operate property. The failed sensor degrades the active joint to a passive 

unsensed joint. 

Failure mode o f  passive sensed joints 

Besides the common failure modes, a sensor failure is the major failure mode of passive 

sensed joints. This fdure changes the passive sensed joint into a passive unsensed joint. 

When al1 of the active joints operate correctly, failure of a passive sensed joint will not 

affect the completion of the task. 



Failure modes o f  passive unsensed joints 

Failures of passive unsensed joints are mainly due to a joint jam or a joint break. That is, 

passive unsensed joints onIy have the common failure modes ofjoints. 

3.3.2 Failure modes of branches and effects 

Failure modes of branches can be investigated based on the effects of the failures of 

joints, Iinks and sensors. A failed branch is denned as a branch that not oniy does not 

conaibute to the operation of the manipulator but also prevents the manipulator from 

operating properly, and therefore, it should be removed Eom service. A failed branch 

could result Eom failures such as a iink break, joint break or an actuator failure. The 

major failure modes of a branch are branch jam, branch break and loss of actuation. 

Branch jnm 

This is a failure mode in which the DOF of the corresponding branch is reduced. Branch 

jam could be the resuit of a jammed joint or a locked active joint due to the failure of an 
/ 

actuator, sensor or transmission- 

Branch break 

Branch break is caused by a joint break or linkage break that separates the branch into 

two pieces. As a result, the manipulator will [ose one of the operative branches. 



Loss of actuation 

Loss of actuation is a Failure mode in which an actuator is unabLe to hnction- It could be 

caused by a sensor failure of an active joint, an actuator fàilure, an active joint jam, or a 

transmission failure. An active joint jam reduces both the numbers of joints and 

actuation, 

The joint failures jenerate different failure modes of a branch, and different failure modes 

of joints may affect the branch in the same way. For example, a jammed active joint, an 

actuator failure and a transmission failure c m  ail cause the branch to lose actuation, and 

as a result the branch turns into a passive one- In the following sections, the effects of 

branch failures on parallel manipulators will be discussed in terms of the failure modes of 

the branch, 

Effect of branch jam on paraiiel manipulators 

As far as the mobility is concerned, branch jam will cause the branch to lose one DOF 

provided that ail the joints are single DOF joints. Recalling equation (3. l), 

n 

after a joint jam occurs, the total DOF provided by the joints will be ( C m i  4) - 

Therefore, the mobility of the remaining manipulator will also be reduced by one. If the 

dimension of the task space of this manipulator is equai to the original mobility, M, of the 

manipulator, the manipulator will fail to complete its task due to the reduction of 

mobility. For example, in Case B-6-5-1 (Table Tl), f i e r  one joint fails, the joint 



distribution wili be changed 60m 6-6-6-6-6 into 56-6-66. Compared to Case B-5-5-1 OF 

Table 3.2, which has the joint distribution of 5-6-6-6-6, the original six DOF parailel 

manipulator is degraded to a five DOF manipulator. 

Ethe jammed joint is an active joint, the manipulator loses not only one DOF, but also an 

actuation. A jammed active joint affects the  mobility of a manipulator in the same way as 

a jammed passive joint does. It aiso reduces actuation of the manipulator. The effect of 

loss of actuation wilt be discussed Iater in this section, 

Effect of branch break on panliel manipuintors 

A branch break reduces both the numbers of joints and actuation. It affects the mobility, 

actuation and layout of the manipulator. 

(1) The effect of branch break on mobility: As mentioned previously, for a given 

mobility, M, the number of branches could vary in the range of two to Tables 3.1 to 

3 -5  indicate that for a basic manipulator, the maximum number of joints on each branch is 

six, Le., when a basic manipulator loses one operative branch, it will lose maximum of six 

joints. These tables also indicate that the difference of the total number of joints on an L- 

branch manipulator and an (L - 1)-branch manipulator that have the same mobility is six. 

Therefore, the mobility of the parallei manipulator could nay unchanged even though the 

total number of joints is reduced due to a broken branch. The remaining manipulator 

could operate as an (L - 1)-branch parallel manipulator and sti11 could provide the end 

effector with the same mobility as the original L-branch rnanipulator. If the number of 

joints on the broken branch, J,  is less than six, then the (L - 1)-branch manipulator will 



have (6 - j,) redundant joints. Similarly, for a properly designed L-branch parallef 

manipulator, it can tolerate up to (L - 2) broken branches and the reduction of the number 

of branches should not reduce the mobility of the manipulator. 

Case B-5-5- L in Table 3.2 will b e  examined to illustrate the above descriptions. The total 

number of joints of this class of manipulators is twenty-nine, and the joint distribution is 

56-6-66.  If one of the'branches with six joints fails, the number of remaining joints d l  

be twenty-three, and the joint distribution will become 5-6-6-6. This configrnation has 

the same number of joints and the same joint distribution as the manipulator of Case B-5- 

4-1 in Table 3 -2. The remaining manipulator could still possess a mobility of five. E in 

Case B-5-5-1, the branch with five joints fils,  it wiII lose five joints and the joint 

distribution will then be 6-6-6-6. Cornpared with Case B-54-1, the remaining 

manipulator has one redundant joint. Additionally, in this specific case, the manipulator 

cm achieve a symmetnc joint distribution after the branch with five joints fails. If there 

are two or more broken branches, remaining branches could still provide the manipulator 

with the required mobility. Considering Case B-5-5-1 again, the new joint distribution 

with two broken branches could be 6-6-6 or 5-6-6. Compared with Case B-5-34 that has 

a joint distribution of 5-6-6, the remaining manipulator could be used as a three-branch, 

five DOF manipulator with one redundant joint. 

(2) Effects on actuation: Considering actuation, in order to complete the assigned task, 

the manipulator should have the same number of actuators as the dimension of the task 

space- The reduction of actuation would cause the manipulator to fail to complete its task 

because of insufficient actuation If redundant actuation is available, the assigned task 



couid be compIeted provided that the loss of actuation d l  mot change the layout of the 

Examining Case B-5-54 Iisted in Table 3.2 again, because o f  a broken branch, the joint 

actuator disuibution will be changed nom 1-14-1-1 to 1-1-1-1. Thus, the remaining 

manipulator couid ody  be used as a four DOF manipulator. The remaining manipulator 

has a joint distribution of 5-6-6-6. Compared with Case B-441, which has a joint 

distribution of 4-6-6-6, and an actuator distribution of 1-1-14, the remaining rnanipulator 

of Case B-5-5- L has one redundant joint. 

(3) Consideting manipulntor Iayout: A branch break causes a manipulator to lose both 

the number of working branches and the number of actuators. In the previous 

discussions, i t  has been indicated that a properiy designed parallel manipulator could still 

provide the manipulator with the required rnobility after one or more branches becorne 

inoperative. However, a broken branch is unabie to contribute any forcdtorque to the 

manipulator. Thus, it could change the layout of the manipulator. This change may cause 

the manipulator to fail. 

Figure 3.1- An example paraiiel manipdator- 



As an example, a Stewart platform shown in Figure 3. L wiil be considered. It has six 

parallel branches numbered from one to six respectively. Each branch has two passive 

sphencal joints connected to the mobile and base platforms respectively, and an actuated 

linear joint comecting the two spherïcal joints. The pairs of branches, one and two, three 

and four, and five and six are connected at the same comer of the mobile platform, 

respectively. The pairs of branches, two and three, four and five, and six and one are 

comected at the same corner of the base platform, respectively. If any one of the 

branches breaks, the motion of the platform couId stiil be controlled by controlling the 

five remaining branches. Ifany pair of branches, whose ends are connected at the same 

at tachent  point on the mobile platform, fails at the same t h e ,  the motion of the mobile 

platform will be out of control. For example, if branches one and two break at the same 

tirne, the platform will rotate uncontrollably about the Iine passing through the end joints 

of branches four and five. Therefore, the plaûorm cannot suppon the payload and the 

manipulator will fail to complete the task. 

Effects of loss of actuation on parallel manipulaton 

As discussed previously, a branch break will cause the loss of actuation on a parailei 

manipulator. Other tàcton, such as a sensor Eailure, an actuator failure, an active joint 

jam or a transmission failure, could also cause a parallel manipulator to lose actuation. 

SimiIar to the discussion on the effects of a branch break on actuation, insuffkient 

actuation could cause the manipulator to fail to complete its assigned task depending on 

the dimension of the task space. Redundant actuation couid be a solution to this problem. 

If the loss of actuation does not reduce the mobility of  the corresponding active joint, this 

joint c m  be leil unlocked. If the loss of actuation is caused by a jammed active joint, 



both the mobility and actuation of the rnanipuiator will be reduced. Both redundant joints 

and redundant actuation might be needed for the manipulator to complete its assigned 

task Lf the sensor of the active joint still ninctions properly when loss of actuation 

happens, the sensor can still be used for providing position information This will be 

heIpfuI for kinematic anaiysis and control. 

If an active branch [oses d l  actuations, it will be degraded to a passive branch. Because it 

cannot provide the required force/torque for the end effector, a passive branch cannot 

support the attachment point comected to the platform. Similar to the branch break, a 

passive branch may change the layout of a paralle1 manipulator, and cause the failure of 

the manipulator. Considering the example manipulator shown in Figure 3.1, any loss of 

actuation on a branch wiIl degrade the correspondhg active branch to a passive one, 

because there is only one acaiator on each branch. 

Both a passive branch degraded fiom an active branch and a broken branch could cause a 

manipulator to fail due to insufficient actuation and the possibility of change in layout. 

However, a broken branch has more potential for interference with the other branches, 

and it may cause damage to other equipment and personnel working with or around it. 

Therefore a broken branch shouid be rernoved Eom the manipulator. 



3.4 Faüure Rates and Manipulitor Layouts 

The branch Iayout affects operational properties, nich as the volume of the workspace and 

kinematics of the manipulator. In the following discussion, only the failure of a parallel 

manipulator caused by a change in layout will be considered. 

A failure rate investigation will be performed on the example manipulators show in 

Figure 5.2. These three manipulators have the same number of branches and the same 

joint layout on each branch., but the branches are mounted on the bases and mobile 

platforms in different ways. On each branch, the linear joint is actuated. The purpose of 

this study is to demonstrate that the f ~ l u r e  possibility due to a failed branch varies with 

the different Iayouts. 

The effect of branch failure on the manipulator (a) of Figure 3 -2 has been discussed in 

Section 3.3. For layout (b), the worst case is the fidure of branch one. If branch one 

fails, this manipulator will rotate about the edge of the mobile pladorm opposite to the 

attachment point of branch one. As a renilt, the manipulator will fail because of the 

unconstrained rotation of the mobile platform. If one of the other branches fails, the 

mobile platform can still be supported at the three attachment points and therefore the 

motion of the mobile platform could be controlled. If branch two and three fail at the 

same tirne, or the three branches sharing the same attachment point, branches four, five 

and six, fail at the same time, the mobile placform will eeely rotate and as a result, this 

rnanipulator will fail. 



Figure 3-2. EvarnpIe Stewart phtforms, 

For the layout (c) of Figure 3.2, similar to layout (b), the failure of branch one or fidure 

of the pair of branches two and three will generate uncontrolled motion of the mobile 

platform. #en branches three, four, five and six fail at the same time, the platform will 

freely rotate about the line passing through the end joints on branches one and two. 

These uncontrolled motions will cause the manipulator to fail. 

The minimal cut sets for the failures of the three manipulators are listed in Table 3.6- 

Network modeling, which was introduced in Chapter 1, is a system analysis method. The 

Table 3-6 Cut sets of myiipuiators of Figure 3-2. 

three manipulators can be considered as six-unit systems and theu network diagrams are 

Number of minimai 
cut sets 

I 

2 

shown in Figure 3.3. 

Units of the cut sets 
- 

Layout (a) 

FI& 

F f i  

Layout (b) 

FI 

FZ3 

Layout (c) 

FI 

F,F, 



(a 
Figure 3 -3 - Nehvork cfïagnms of layouts (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 3 -2, 

For a two-unit system, if the system fails ody when the two units fail at the same time, 

the condition for failure of the system is expressed by the intersection of failures of the 

two units, denoted by Fi n Ft. If the system fails when either unit €ails, the condition of 

failure of the system is expressed by a union of failures of the two units, denoted by 

Fr v Ft. If the failures of the units are independent, the probability relationships are 

(Lewis 1996): 

where P{FI)  and l'(Fr) denote the probability of  failures of the two units. 

For an munit system, equations (3 -6) and (3.7) could be modified as: 



Considering 

denotes the 

the example manipulators (a), @) and (c) of Figure 3.2, if F, (i =1,. ..,6) 

failure of branch i, and F, Fb and Fc represent failures of the three 

manipulaton, then the relationships between failures of the parauel manipulaton and the 

failures of the branches are given b y: 

4 = (Fi n Ft) (F3 F4) u (Fs n F6) (3.10) 

Fb =Fr u (Ft n Fs) u ( F 4 n  Fs n Fs) (3.11) 

Fc=Fi u ( F z n F 3 )  u (F3n F4n F 5 n  F6) (3.12) 

Because failures of different branches are independent, iff; (i = 1,. . . ,6) denotes the faiIure 

rate of branch i, the failure rate for each manipulator, f, fb and& c m  be caiculated by 

using equations (1 -2) and (1 -3): 

AZ = Vifi +J5h -fihf;.h ) ( [  --fi) +fsh (3.13) 

fb = Cfi +hl5 -fif-h)(l -fJfsh) +fsh (3 - 14) 

fc = ( f r  fhfj-fifih) -hhfsfo (1 -fr -hfi - f r f i f ; -  )- (3.15) 

For identical branches, the branch failure rates will be  the sarne, i.e.,J ==f, i =1,. . ..6, and 

O < f < 1. Then the failure rate for each manipulator is: 

f.=3f2-3f4tf6 

fb =fif2-f4-f5,f6 

=f+f2-Y if4-fs - f 6 + f i  



Some Failure rate data for machinery components is given by Bloch and Geitner (1990). 

For a Failure rate in the order off =IO-' per year, the numencal values of Failure rates for 

the three layouts will have order o f ' =  1o4,J, =f, = IO-'. The difference b e ~ e e n f ,  and 

fb or& is LWO orders of magnitude. 

Among the layouts of Figure 3.2, obviously a failed branch affects manipulator (a) the 

least so that manipulator (a) is the most reliable. The study shows that a branch failure 

could affea the manipulators with different Iayouts in different degrees, and a propedy 

designed layout could improve the reliability of paraltel rnanipulators. 

3.5 Chapter Summary 

For a parallel manipulator, the number of joints and actuators cannot be chosen 

arbitranly. In order to investigate the failure of a parallel rnanipu!ator, the proper joint 

and actuator distributions of basic parallel manipulators, in terms of the mobility and the 

number of branches, were studied first. The results were tabulated in Tables 3.1 to 3-5- 

These tabIes can be used for parallel manipulator design. For a given rnobility, the 

number of branches and the distributions of joints and actuators can be mlected from the 

tabIes, 

Failure of the components of a paraIlel manipulator could change its jointlactuator 

distribution. As a result, the manipulator could fail to cornplete its task. Joints and links 

are the major components of a parailel manipulator. Joints present more failure modes 

than iinks do. Therefore, the study of the failure of joints should have prionty. In this 



chap ter, the failure modes of joints of parallel manipulators have been identified. Then 

the failure modes of branches of a paraIlel rnanipulator in terms of the effects of joint 

failures have been discussed. The effects of branch Failures on the rnanipuIator have aIso 

been studied, 

The discussions presented in this chapter have indicated that the active joints have more 

failure modes than the passive joints. Failures of active joints, rather than passive joints, 

are more likely to cause the failure of the manipulator. In order to improve the reliability 

of parallel manipulators, employing redundant active joints shouId be  considered. Branch 

break and loss of actuation are the major branch Eiilure modes. When a branch break 

occurs, the number of working branches will be reduced by one. As a result, both the 

number of joints and the number of actuators will be reduced. A properly designed 

L-branch basic parallel manipulator could tolerate up to (L - 2) inoperative branches 

(because of either branch break or loss of actuation) and it could still provide the required 

mobitity to complete its assigned task. This allows the manipulator with failed branches 

to remain operational depending on the dimension of the task space. 

If an active branch Ioses al1 its actuations, it will be degraded to a passive branch. A 

failed branch, due to a branch break or degradation of an active branch to a passive one, 

cannot contribute any forcehorque to the mobile platform. The failed branch may chanse 

the layout of the manipulator and may cause the motion of the mobile platform to be out 

of control. The uncontrollable motion of the mobile platforni will lead to the failure of 

the rnanipulator. Ln this case, redundant actuation might not be a solution to the problem. 



Additionally, using probability and cut sets, the faiIure rates of three alternative Iayouts of 

a Stewart platfiorni have been calculated in terms of the effects ofthe layout change on the 

performance of the manipulators. The results have indicated clearly that a properly 

designed parallel manipulator could have a better capability to resist fahre caused by the 

change in manipulator layout. 



Cbrpter 4 Redundant and Optimum Configurations of Parallel 

4.1 introduction 

The purpose of the work included in this chapter is to investigate the proper design of 

parallel manipulators to improve their fault tolerance capabihy by using redundant 

actuations. 

There are different types of redundancies that could eficiently improve the fault toIerance 

capability of parallel manipulators. In this chapter, redundant actuations adopted by 

adding redundant active joints or adding redundant branches will be discussed. 

Redundant configurations obtained by introducing one redundant active joint will be 

investigated. The cnteria and rneasures for defining and selecting the optimum 

configurations of a class of parallel manipulators, which have the same number of 

mobility and the same number of branches, will be presented. The advantages and 

disadvantages of redundant active joints and redundant branches will also be discussed. 

The discussion given in Chapter 3 has suggested that insufficient actuation is one of the 

major causes for the failure of a parallel manipulator. Redundant actuation could allow a 

parallel manipulator to complete its task after it loses an actuation. Therefore, redundant 

actuation could improve the fault tolerance capability of a parallel manipulator. 



As mentioned previously, there are two ways to introduce redundant actuation into a 

parallel manipulator One method is to replace the passive joints with active joints, Le., to 

have redundant active joints on the manipulator. Another method is to add a redundant 

active branch- 

Regarding the method of reptacing passive joints with active joints, selection of the 

passive joints to be actuated and the number of required redundancies shoutd be 

considered first. Passive joints cannot be chosen arbinarily For actuation. Paralle1 

manipulators have the advantage of having low inertia. This is because the joints close to 

the base are actuated, and therefore, actuators could be placed on or close to the base. 

Following the same idea, it will be suggested that the passive joints close to the base 

should be actuated Considering the number of redundant actuations, it should be noted 

that the increase in the number of active joints increases the weight of the rnanipuIator 

and its production cost. The increased weight will reduce the inherent advantage of high 

speed operation of paralle1 manipulators. The available space for installing the redundant 

actuators couId be a limitation for adding redundant actuation too. If the number of 

actuations is greater than the dimension of workspace, the control scheme for the 

actuaton is much more cornplex. It is reasonable to suggest that the minimum number of 

redundant active joints should be adopted. Therefore, in the following work, the addition 

of one redundant actuator on a passive joint will be investigated. Because a symmetrical 

layout is always preferred for a paralle1 manipulator, the additional aauation that would 

produce a symmetrical layout will be preferred. 



4.2 Redundant Active Joints and Fadt Tolennt Configurations 

In Chapter 3 the joint and actuator distributions of basic parallel manipulators were 

investigated and the renilts were Iisted in Tables 3.1 to 3.5. The following study will be 

based on the basic configurations. One actuator is added to the basic manipulators listed 

in Tables 3.1 to 3.5. Al1 the possible distributions of actuators on a basic manipulator and 

their corresponding possible redundant configurations are listed in Tabies 4.1 to 4.5. In 

addition, the fault tolerant con£i3~ations of the redundant manipulators with one fâïled 

active joint, are presented- 

Symbols used in Tables 4-1 to 4.5 are similar to the ones used in Tables 3.1 to 3.5. The 

cases are nurnbered as R-Md-#. R denotes that the case is a redundant manipulator. M 

and L denote the mobility and number of paralle1 branches of the manipulator. # is the 

case number of the manipulator. The term al (i = 1, ..., L) in the tables indicates the 

number of actuaton on branch i. 'ai (i = 1,. . ., L) represents the number of actuators on 

branch i when one redundant actuator is added. [a, ((i = 1,. . . , L) is the number of actuators 

on branch i when one active joint fails on a redundant manipulator. The ratio of F/L 

indicates that F out of L branches have only one actuator and failure of the actuator can 

cause the branches to be passive. In these tables, the configuration marked by "Y" in the 

last column with "Optimum" heading, is regarded as the optimum configuration arnong a 

class of manipulators. Optimum configurations will be discussed later in this Chapter. 



Case 

Rd-6- 1 

R-6-5- 1 

Tablc 4.1, Possible disrnibutions of actuators with one redundant actwtion, LW = 6. 

Basic Redundant 
c o n f i ~ - o n s  co~gufat ions  

Optimum 

Y 

Y 

Taking Case R-6-64 of Table 4.1 as an example, this redundant manipulator has six 

branches and can provide a mobility of six. The actuator distribution of the 

corresponding basic manipulator (Case B-6-6-1 Iisted in Table 3.1) is 1- 1 - 1 - 1-1 -1 - 



Adding one actuator to any of the branches wiil generate the identical redundant 

configuration of 1-1-1-1-1-2. For this redundant configuration, when the actuator on any 

one of the five branches, which have only one actuator, fails, the manipulator will [ose 

one active branch and could be used as a five-branch manipulator with the fault toierant 

configuration of 1-1-1-1-2. When one active joint on the branch with two achiators hils, 

the manipulator can still be used as a six-branch manipulator with the fault tolerant 

configuration of 1- 1-1- 1 - 1- 1. Therefore, the value of FiL for the redundant configuration 

is 9 6 .  This means that five out of six branches of the manipulator could be degenerated 

to be a passive branch due to an actuator Eùlure. The fault tolerant configurations wili 

provide six DOF. For Case R-6-6- 1, there is only one available redundant configuration, 

which is considered to be the optimum one* For the manipulators with three branches, 

there are three different basic configurations (Cases R-6-34, R-6-3-2 and R-6-34) and 

each has different redundant and fiult tolerant co~gurations. The values of F/L for the 

redundant configurations Vary Eom O to 2/3- The redundant configuration of 

Case R-6-34 has the smallest value of F/L and its corresponding basic manipulator has a 

symmetncal Iayout. Therefore, Case R-6-34 is chosen as the optimum one (marked by 

"Y" in Table 4-1)- It should be noted that Case R-6-32 could have a redundant 

configuration that dso  has the same value oFE/I. as that of Case R-6-34 However, the 

basic configuration of Case R-6-3-2 does not have a symrnetncai layout as Case R-6-3-3 

does. Using the similar analysis method, the tables for the manipulators with a mobility 

of five, four, three and two will be developed. 

The redundant actuation enabies each basic manipulator of Tabies 4.1 to  4.5 to have 

different fault tolerant configurations in which the manipulator could stiU provide the 



required rnobility and actuations after one active joint Fails. The redundant active joints 

c m  efficienrly improve the fault tolerant capability of the parallel manipulators. [n 

addition, the added actuator can impmve the load capacity and stiffness of the 

manipulator. 

Sorne of the disadvantages of redundant active joints due to additional actuators and 

Table 4.2- PossBIe distributions of actuators with one redundant actuation, hf = 5 

transmission mechanisrns, have been mentioned briefly in Section 4.1. It should be noted 

Case 

R-5-5-1 

R-54-1 

R-5-3-1 

R-5-3 -2 

R-5-2-1 

R-5-23 

that the introduction of redundant actuations into a parailel manipulator couid deprive a 

manipulator of its original symmetrical layout. For instance, the basic configuration of 

Case R-6-3-3 of Table 4.1 has a symmetncal actuator layout of 2-2-2. Adding one active 

Basic 
confÏgurations 

joint to the manipulator will generate the redundant configuration of 2-2-3, which is 

Redundant 
conEigurations FauIt toterant configurations 

L 

5 

asy metrical- 

a r o r a s ~  

L-L-1-1-1 

J 

3 

r a r r a r r a r r ~ r a ~  

1-1-L-1-2 

Fa 

4/5 
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Tabk 4-3- Possible distributions of actuiitors with one redundant actuation, M= S. 

Case 

Tabie 4-4. Possibie distributions ofactuators wïth one redundant actuation M= 3. 
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relationships between the mobility, number of joints, and number of branches satisfy 

equation (3.1), and the number and layout of actuations enable the manipulator to 

properly complete its assigned task, the manipufator will be  considered not to have a 

redundant branch. That is, the basic manipulators defined in Section 3.2 have no 

redundant branches. If the removai of a branch Eom the manipulator will not cause the 

manipulator to fail due to the reduced mobility, insufficient actuations or  degenerate 

layout, this branch is considered to be a redundant branch. 

4.3.1 Types of redundant branches 

Redundant branches can be classified as redundant active and redundant passive branches 

as following. 

Redundant active branch 

If the redundant branch has at Ieast one actuator, it is a redundant active branch. A 

redundant active branch provides a parallel manipulator with both redundant actuation 

and sensing. The cases of redundant configurations in Tables 4.1 to 4.5 could have 

redundant active branches. For example, the manipulator of Case R-6-6-1 has the 

actuator distribution of 1- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1-2. Any one of the branches with one actuator could be  

a redundant active branch. 

Redundant passive branch 

Compared to the redundant active branch, there is no actuator on the redundant passive 

branch. The main function of a redundant passive branch is to provide redundant sensing. 



The redundant branches used in the studies of Cleary and Arai ( 199 1 ), and Merlet (1993) 

are redundant passive sensed branches. These studies proposed that the passive sensed 

branches could help to simpliQ the fonvard displacement problems of parallei 

manipulators. 

4.3.2 Criteria of redundant branches 

The existence of redundant branch in a paraIIel manipulator depends on the specified 

workspace, number of actuators on the device and branch layout. The foliowing cnterïa 

are suggested for judging the existence of redundant branches. 

Criterion 1: If the number of active branches, L, is greater than the rnobility. M, of the 

manipulator, the manipulator has (L 4.4) redundant active branches. 

Criterion 2: If the total number of actuaton, Na, is greater than the mobiiity of the 

manipulator A4 (N,  > M), it is possible that a redundant active branch exists on the 

manipulator. If branch i is assumed to be removed fiom the manipulator, the remaining 

number of actuators on the manipulator will be Np If N, is less than M (N, < M), then 

branch i is not a redundant branch If Nr is greater than or equd to M (N, >_ Ad), branch i 

could b e  a redundant active branch. Ln the same way ail of the branches (Le., for i = 1,. .. , 

L) c m  be examined individualiy. This method can be used to iden te  al1 possible 

redundant branches on the manipulator. When N, is greater than il.& it is possible to have 

more than one redundant branch at the same t h e .  As an example, the manipulator with 

an actuator distribution of 1-1-7-1-2, which is used for a four DOF task, will be 



examined. Using the criterion described above, any of the five branches could be a 

redundant one. This manipulator could have either one redundant branch with two 

actuators on it or two redundant branches each with one achiator- 

When criteria 1 a d o r  2 are satisfied for a manipulator, the Iayout of the remaining 

rnanipulator, generated by removing the candidate redundant branch, has to be examined. 

If the removd of a branch wiIl cause faiIure of the manipu1ator due to the layout change, 

this branch is not a redundant one. 

Criterion 3: If there is a passive sensed branch on a manipulator, the passive sensed 

branch is a redundant one- 

It should be noted that the type of a redundant branch could be changed due to failures. 

Failure of an actuator couId degrade a redundant active branch to a passive sensed branch, 

and the failure of a sensor could degrade a passive sensed branch to a passive unsensed 

branch. 

Criteria 1 and 3 indicate that a basic manipulator could possess redundant branches by 

adding extra branches, either active or passive. Critenon 2 suggests that addition of 

redundant actuators on a parailel manipulator could generate one or more redundant 

branches, 



4.3.3 The advantages and disadvantages of redundan t branches 

The major advantages of different types o f  redundant branches are summarized in Table 

4.6, where the symbol "x" denotes a redundant branch with the advantage, and the 

symbot 'v' denotes a redundant branch without the advantage. 

Table 4-6- Advanmges of redundant branches, 

Typesof ( High 1 High 1 improved Fauit 1 Reduced 1 Sùnpliaed 

As it is given in Tab le 4.6, the redundant active branches have more advantages than the 

Active 

Passive 

redundant passive branches. Choosing the type of redundant branch depends on the 

operation requirements. For exarnple, if a simplified fonuard displacement solution is 

x 

- 

desireci, o d y  adding a redundant passive sensed branch is recommended. if additionally, 

high payload capacity is required, adding a redundant active branch is recommended. 

x 

- 

4.4 Optimum Parailel Manipulators 

As discussed in Chapter 3 and in the previous sections of this chapter, for a specified 

mobility of a parallel manipulator, there are several configurations each with a different 

number o f  branches and different joint and actuator distributions. Xdent*ing the 

optimum configuration among a class of parailel manipulators ensures the advantages of 

parallel manipulators and could improve the reliability of the manipulators. 

x 

x 

x 

- 
x 

x 



4.4.1 Conditions for optimum configurations 

The optimum configuration of a class of manipulators that have the same number of 

branches and mobility could be  decided by cornparhg the different configurations ofthe 

basic manipulators and their redundant configurations. The optimum parallel manipulator 

of a class should meet the following conditions: 

When a failure occurs, the optimum manipulator can still provide the mobility that is 

required for completing the assigned task. 

Among the class of manipulators, the optimum manipulator has the best fauIt 

tolerance capability. 

When a faiIure occurs, the optimum manipulator has the least probability of a layout 

change. 

If one or more manipuIators meet the above conditions among a class of manipulators, the 

one with a symmetrical distribution of joints/actuators is the optimum. In most cases, a 

symmetrical layout is not available, so the one closest to a symmetrical layout is 

considered to be the optimum. 

4.4.2 Nfeasures of optimum parallel manipulators 

Lewis and Maciejewski (1994qb) qualified the dextenty of kinematically redundant 

serial manipulators based on the Jacobian mavix and singular value andysis. They 

propose that dl the minimum singular values with respect to different joints' failures 

should be equal so that ail joints contribute equally to the motion of the end effector, Le., 



al1 failrires of joints are equally likely (Maciejewski 1990). However, singular value 

decomposition is numencally expensive (Maciejewski and Kiein 1989). 

The following measures of optimum parailel manipulators are presented based on the 

results of Tables 4.1 to 4.5. These measures are used for defining the generai optimum 

configuration arnong a class of manipulators that possess the same mobility and the same 

number of branches. The distribution of joints and actuators on the manipulators is the 

primary concem. That i s  these measures are not aimed at defining a specifk design of 

the manipulator. The factors, such as geometrical conditions and types of joints are not 

taken into account, 

Resistance to the reduction in the number of working branches 

In Section 4.2, the ratio of F/L is used to measure the probability that a parallel 

manipulator with one redundant actuator will [ose a working branch due to the presence 

of a failure. A manipulator with a smaller value of FE is less likely to have a change in 

its layout. Thus, the ratio of FI' can also be considered to be a measure of the resistance 

to the reduction of working branches. Manipulators with the same mobility and the same 

number of branches are grouped into one class- The manipulator with the smallest value 

ofF/L among a class of manipulators is the optimum. 

Tables 4.1 to 4.5 show that manipulators belonging to the same class could have different 

values of F a  depending on the actuator distributions. A manipulator with a syrnmetrical 

actuator distribution, or with an actuator distribution that is the closest to the symmetricd 



distribution among a class of manipulaton is expected to have the srnailest value of FIL 

in the cIass- 

It should be noted ?ha< for some classes of manipulators, such as Case R-6-64 discussed 

in Section 4.2, there is only one available redundant actuator distribution Therefore, 

there is only value of FIL. In this case, the only available configuration is taken to b e  the 

optimum one- 

It should also be noted that, for some classes of manipulators, more than one 

configuration bas the same srnailest value of FIL, nich as Cases R-6-3-2 and R-6-6-3 

discussed in Section 4.2. When different manipulators have the same value of F/L, their 

basic configurations should be compared. The manipulator with a basic configuration 

that is symmetricai or doser to a symmetricaf Layout is chosen to be the optimum. 

Principle of equal contribution of branches 

Similar to the idea of attempting to make joints conmbute equally to the motion of the 

end effector, the degree of equal contribution of branches to the mobile platform of a 

parallel manipulator could be taken as a measure for the optimum paralie1 manipulator. 

Physically, equal number of actuators on the branches is required for the equal 

contribution of branches. Based on this idea, the following measures are susgeaed. For 

a class of L-branch parallel maniputators, the number of actuators on branch i of a basic 

manipulator is denoted as ai (i = 1, ..., L) and the number of actuators on branch i of the 

manipulator with one redundant actuator is denoted as fal (i = 1,. . ., L). Then DI and Da 

are defined as: 



Df =Max(ai-a,) .  ( t j =  L ,..., L and i tj] 

& = Max (fat - rai), (4 j = 1, ..., L and i ~ j )  

A rnanipulator with a minimum value of Dl and Dr among the class o f  manipulators is the 

optimum. As an example, the class of three-branch manipulators with a mobility o f  six 

will be examined. Using the same case numbea used in Table 4.1, the basic and 

redundant actuator distributions, and the vaIues of DI and Dz are Listed in Table 4-7. 

Similar to Table 4.1, the codigurations marked by "Y" are the optimum ones. 

Table 4.7, Optimum configuration of the c h  of manipulators wïth M = 6 and L = 3. 

Case 

Ra-3 - 1 

R-6-3 -2 

R-6-3-3 

Optimum 

In Table 4.7, Cases R-6-34 has the minimum DI and DI among the class of manipulators. 

Therefore, Case R-6-34 is the optimum configuration (rnarked by "Y' in Tables 4.1 and 

4.7). Case R-6-3-2 has the same Dz as Case R-6-34, but its DI is greater than that of 

Case R-6-3-6. Therefore, Case R-6-3-2 is not considered the optimum choice. The 

optimum configuration identified by cornparhg the values of Dl and D2 is identical to the 

one identified by cornparing the values of FIL of a class of manipulators. 



The two methods presented in this section can eficiently narrow d o m  the candidates for 

an optimum rnanipulator design of a cIass of manipulators. These methods couid also be  

combined with numencd anaiysis in order to examine a specified device. 

4.5 Comprrison of Redundant Active Joint and Redundant Active Bnnch 

As mentioned previously, incorporating redundant active joints and redundant active 

branches are two effective methods for adding redundant actuations to a pardlel 

rnanipulator. Comparïng the two methods, the redundant active joints provide 

manipulators with fault tolerance at the level of component. The failure ofan active joint 

on a redundant manipulator should not a e c t  the operation of other branches. The 

redundant active branches provide the manipulators with fault tolerance at the level of 

subsystem. For a manipulator with a redundant active branch, one failed branch should 

not affect the operation of the rnanipulator, even though the failed branch could affect the 

operation of other branches. 

An active branch consists of the active joints, passive joints and links. Thus, a redundant 

active branch could introduce more failure modes into the manipulator than a redundant 

active joint. That is, a redundant branch could increase the probability of component 

failures. 

The c o m p ~ s o n  of the redundant active joints and the redundant active branches are 

summarized in Table 4.8, in which symbol "x" denotes that the redundant active 



jointshranches have the corresponding property, and symb01"-~ denotes that they do not 

have the corresponding property. 

Table 48. Comoarïson of redundant ache ioints and redunrfsnt active branches. / Redundant active 
Compared items ioints 

1 

Improved huit tolerance capabiiity 

Reduced unceaauities 

x 

I 

x 
1 

I 1 

4.6 Chapter Sumrna y 

x 

x 

Simplined FDA 

hcreased branch interference 

The two methods used for introducing redundant actuations into pardel manipulaton 

x 

x 

x 
1 

(addition of the redundant active joints and the redundant branches) to irnprove their fault 

- 
hcreased components fiüiures 

tolerant capabilities have been discussed in this chapter. The advantages and 

x 

- 

disadvantages of introducing redundant active joints and redundant active branches into a 

parallel manipulator have been discussed. Redundant active joints are considered to be 

advantageous over redundant active branches. 

The discussions indicated that a redundant parallel manipulator, whic h has one redundant 

active joint, could have different fault tolerant configurations. As a result, the 

manipulator could tolerate 'one failed active joint. The redundant active joint can be 



added on any of the parallel branches of  a basic manipulator. However, choosing 

different branches could produce dierent  redundant configurations and each 

configuration could have a different fauk tolerance capability. 

There are two types of redundant branches that can improve the performance of a parailel 

manipulator in different ways. The cnteria used for identiwng the existence of 

redundant branch/branches on a manipulator have been suggested. 

Three conditions required for achieving an optimum configuration, and two measures for 

choosing the optimum configuration among a class of manipulators have been defined. 

The examples that were studied showed that the optimum configurations identified by the 

two measures, are identicaI. 



Chrpter 5 Case Study 

5.1 Introduction 

To validate the fâilure analysis methods for the reliability study of parallel manipulators, 

and to demonstrate the effectiveness of FTA and FMEA presented in the previous 

sections, the reliability of  an example paralle1 manipulator will be  studied. This example 

is chosen based on DEXTER manipufator that was deveIoped by MD Robotics Ltd. 

(BalIantyne et ai. 1998). Failure modes and effects of the manipulator will be 

investigated by using FMEA JMEA will be performed at the system and the subsystem 

levels- At the system level, the failure modes of the subsysterns will be listed in the 

FMEA forms and the effects of the subsystem failures on the manipulator will be studied. 

At the subsystem level, the component failures will b e  listed, and the effects of the 

component failures on the subsystems will be studied. In the FMEA forms, the possible 

causes for the failures, the methods for detecting the failures, the evaluations of the 

occurrence, severity and effort needed for detecting the failures will b e  investigated. 

Fault trees of the manipulator will be  constructed to reveal the causedevents, which lead 

the rnanipulator to fail, and the relationships between the causedevents. Sirnilar to the 

M A  anaiysis, the fault tree will also be  constmcted at the system and subsystem levels 

to trace the basic events for the manipulator failure. 

Based on the FMEA and FTA, the methods for introducing redundant sensing and 

redundant acniation on the manipulator to improve its reliability will be discussed. The 



corresponding fault trees with the redundancies will b e  constructed. The feasibiIity of 

adding the redundancies to the manipulator will be considered. 

5.2 Structure of the Studied Manipulator 

A three DOF parallel manipulator will be taken as a studied example. The structure of 

the manipulator is the same as that of DEXTER paralle1 manipulator and shown in Figure 

5.1. It has a fixed base pIatform and a mobile platform- These two platforms are the 

same size. There are three identical parallei active branches arranged around the 

platforms. Each active branch consists of an actuated linear joint c o ~ e c t e d  to the 

platforms by universal joints (Iower universal joints and upper universal joints). 

Respectively, the lower and upper universal joints form two congruent equilateral 

triangles on the base platfonn and the mobile platform The universal joints are at the 

venices of the two triangles. The central passive branch is composed of a slide joint and 

a universal joint. The slide joint consists of the shell of the manipulator and three linear 

rails. One end of the universal joint of the passive branch is connected to the center of the 

equilateral aiangle formed by the upper universal joints of the active branches on the 

mobile platform. The other end of the universal joint is connected at the center of the 

plate around which the rails are mounted- 

This ~onfi~gxation of the manipulator was first proposed by BalIantyne et al. in 1995 and 

was accepted as a patent in 1998 (Batlantyne et al. 1998). It was suggested that this 

structure be used as a longitudinally extendible wrïst joint. DEXTER manipulator was 



designed based on this patent. In this work the Failure and reliability analysis will b-e 

focused on the hardware structure of the studied manipulator. 

Figure 5.1- The structure of the manipulator (Courtesy of MD Robotics). 

In order to describe the motion of the mobile platfom with respect to the base, two 

fiames are established (shown in Figure 5.2). The origin of the base fiame, denoted as 

OB, is at the center of the base pladorm. The X-axis of the fiame points to the attachment 

of branch one on the base platform (center of the lower universal joint), which is denoted 

as Bi. The 2-axis of the base name is perpendicular to the plane defined by the centers of 

the universal joints attached on the base platform. The Y-ais is decided by the right 

hand rule. In a similar way, the mobile platform fiame is established (Figure 5.2). The 

origin of the fiame is denoted as 0, and the three axes of the fiame are denoted 

respectively as x, y and z. 



B3 
Figure 5.2- Base and mobile Erames of the manipukitor. 

The studied manipulator has three parallel active branches. Each of the branches has five 

DOF. Checked by the study of Malik and Kerr (1992), this manipulator could provide 

three DOF. Decided by the Iayout of the manipulator, the three desired controllable DOF 

could be: rotation about X-axis, €3, rotation about Y-axis, ûy, and transIation along Z- 

axis, Z .  Three actuators are needed to controI the three independent motions. 

The mobile and base plaùorms of the manipulator have the same size. The speciai 

geometry could generate extra DOF (a freedorn obtained by special geometrical 

conditions is cailed an extra DOF, Phillips 1990). The passive branch is mounted 

perpendicularly to the base platform. The slide joint on the passive branch can only 

transIate along the direction of 2-axis. The fixed connection of the shell to the base 

prevents the mobile plaâorm from translating along X and Y directions. The universal 

joint of the passive branch is mounted such that the first axis of the universal joint on the 

passive branch is parallel to the base plane. This Iayout eiiminates the rotation of the 

mobile platform about 2-axis (Montgomery 1 998). 



It is obvious that the ftnction of the unsensed passive branch is to eliminate the undesired 

motions that could be generated by special geornetn'cal conditions. With the passive 

branch three controlled motions, translations dong the axes OC the actuated prismatic 

joints on the active branches, are suficient to define the position of the mobile platform- 

The mobility study indicated that the rnanipulator is a basic parallel manipulator with one 

unsensed passive branch. Therefore, loss of actuation, loss of mobility, or  link breakage 

of any of the active branches will cause the manipdator to fail. For the passive branch, 

loss of mobility will prevent the mobile planorm tiom movinç; link breakage could 

generate the undesired motions. As a resuIt the manipuiator could fail due to the 

uncontrollable motions of the mobile platform. Therefore, the failure of an active branch 

or the passive branch will cause the failure of the manipulator. 

~ h i s  rnanipulator is an electrical manipulator. The translational motions of the active 

branches are generated by screw pairs driven by direct current @C) motors. The motion 

generated by the motor shaft is directly transmiîted to the shafi of the screw pair through a 

flexible coupling. The motion of the shaft of each screw pair is controlled by an 

embedded microprocessor control carci, and sensed by a potentiometer. 

There is no backup power supply. If the power supply €ails, the manipulator will fail. A 

power failure affects ali motors. Each motor will lose power ifits specinc power cable 

breaks. Sensors are a6ected by the local power line failure and by incorrect calibration- 

A faulty co~ec t ion  to the amplifier card could also cause the sensor failure. 



5.3 Failure Mode and Effect Anrlysis of the Manipulntor 

As an example of paralIel manipulators, the studied manipulator has the same failure 

modes as that of general cases. On the manipufator, bal1 screw pairs are used to change 

the lengths of the branches. In the foliowi-ag M A  forms, the motion loss of the screw 

pair wiI1 be defined as screw pair jam. 

5.3.1 Eterns iacluded in the FMEA forms 

As introduced previously, a FMEA form consists of multiple columns. For the FMEA 

forms of this manipulator, from left to right, these coiumns will be filled out with the 

information related to the number, name and failure mode of the andyzed 

subsystemlcomponent, possible failure causes and efYects of the failure mode, failure 

detection, availab le countermeasures, occurrence, severity and detection ranking, and 

recommended corrective actions. 

Descriptive ratings will be used to measure the items of occurrence, severiw, and 

detection. Because the numerical values are not available, the criticality (The criticdity 

rating is the mathematical product of the severity and occurrence ratings.) and RPN (RPN 

is the mathematical product of occurrence, severity and detection ratings.) are unavailable 

and will not be included in the forms. 

Frequency of o c m e n c e  will be estimated based on the failure rate. Failure rates of 

mechanical components mostly are between 1 and 100 failures per 1 miliion hours, Le., 



1 x IO -100 x 10 hr, (Bloch and Geitner 1990). FaiIure modes with failure rates 

lower than 1 x 10 hr will b e  marked "Et", which rneans that the failure mode occurs 

rarely, in the column of frequency of occurrence. Accordingly, 'Lm stands for the Iow 

failure rates between 1 x 10 - 30 x 10 tir, "M" stands for the medium failure rates 

between 30 x 10 -70 x IO " hr, and "Ky stands for the high fidure rates higher than 70 

x 10 " hr. 

Ifs failure mode bas no effect on the performance of the rnanipulator, the severip can be 

described as "negligible" and be denoted as "N7'. If a failure wilf degrade the properties 

of the manipulator to some extent, but the assigned task still can be completed, the 

severity of the failure will be descnbed as "marginal", denoted as "MY Similady, "C" 

stands for a cntical failure that will make the manipulator unable to complete its assigned 

task. "D" stands for a disastrous failure that not ody will lead to the failure of 

rnanipulator, but also will have severe effect on the working procedures, or cause injury 

or fatalities. Considering the disastrous Failure, detailed specifications and related 

documents are required to judge the eEects on the peripheraI equipment. Limited by the 

lack of specifications and specified application, the effect o f  a failure mode on the 

adjacent working procedures cannot be enimated. For the same reason, the FMEA of the 

manipulator cannot be carried out in detail. 

The detection rmking will be estimated in terms of the effort needed to detect and correct 

the cause of a failure. '2" stands for the case that low effort is needed to fÏnd the failure 



cause and correct it before it causes the failure- "M" stands for the detection that needs 

moderate effort. "A' stands for the case that high effort is required. 

The FMEA of the manipulator will focus on the mechanical components. The anaiysis 

will be carried out at two levels: system and subsystem. Here the systern is the 

manipulator, and the subsystems are the three active branches, the passive branch, and the 

end effector. The FMEA will aart at system level to get the whole picture of the failure 

analysis ofthe manipulator. Then the analysis will be performed on the subsystems to get 

detailed information. 

5.3.2 FMEA at the fevel of system 

At systern level, failure modes of the subsystems are listed and failure effects of the 

subsystems on the manipulator are midied. The FMEA form at the system level is show 

in Table 5-1. 

5.3.3 FMEA at the level of subsystems 

In this study, only the parallel branches will be considered as subsystems of the 

manipulator. In the FMEA the subsystems are broken down into components, and the 

effects of the failures of components on the nibsystems are investigated. The analyses of 

the active and passive branches are listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. 
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5.3.4 Discussions o n  the FMEA forms of the manipulator 

FMEA process is mainly applied to each new product and any major change of an 

existing producf and it should be camed out after completion of the preliminary design. 

The studied manipulator is still at the stage of research, so the FMEA is necessary to 

locate the problems and make further improvement. 

at the system ieve1 

At the system Ievel, Table 5.1 indicates that the active branch has more fai!ure modes 

than the passive branch. TabIe 5.1 also shows that any occurrence of actuation Ioss, 

branch break, or branch jarn can cause the failure of the manipulator- The occurrence of 

actuation loss, branch bre* and branch jarn are denoted respectively asf,fb and6. The 

relationship between the occurrence of the active branch failure, faive, and the occurrence 

of actuation loss, branch break, and branch jam isr 

If the occurrence of break and jamrning for the active branch and passive branch are 

assumed to be the same, the occurrence of a failed passive branch is: 

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) indicate that the active branch is more likely to fail compared to 

the passive brancb Therefore, reliability improvement of the active branches should be 

considered e s t  in order to improve the reliability of the manipulator. For the studied 

manipulator, there are three identicai active branches, so improved reliability of the active 

branches will improve ihe operating properties of the whole manipulator considerably. 



FMEA at the subsystem level 

At the subsystem level, the failures of the components of the subsystem are investigated. 

Some components rnay present more failure modes than the others, and therefore, they 

rnay have higher failure occurrence. The components that are more prone to fail should 

be paid more attention. For instance, in Table 5.2, more failure modes are represented on 

the active linear joint than those on the universal joint. Therefore the improvement of the 

reliability of the active linear joints should be given pnonty. 

It should be noted that the failure rates may Vary drastically with different types of 

components. For example, the failure rate of flexible couplings could be as high as 

9.987 x 10 hr, while the failure rate of a mechanical joint could be only 0.2 x 10 " hr 

@hiIlon 1988). The component or subsystem with more failure modes does not 

necessarily have a higher failure rate. rn general, the components can be classified as 

electronic components, electrical co mponents and machinery components. If the 

compared systems or subsystems possess the same or similar composition (for example, 

they are al1 mainly composed OF machinery components), Le., they are comparable, it is 

reasonable to think that th% synern or subsystem with more hilure modes is more likely 

to fail. 

Based on the study of the effects of the failure modes of a component on the subsystem, 

the effects of the component failure on the system can be estimated. For exarnple, in 

Table 5-2, the effect of the shaft break on the active branch is the active branch break. Ln 

Table 5.1, it was shown that the active branch break leads to the failure of the 

manipulator. Therefore, the shaft break will lead to the failure of the manipulator. A h  



in Tabie 5.2, a damaged thread on the sh& of an active branch Leads to a degraded 

accuracy of operation. In Table 5.1, degraded accuracy of operation is not Listed as a 

failure mode of the rnanipulator. The damaged thread of the shaft could be considered a 

less severe failure than the shaft break in tems of  reliability. 

Different failure modes may have simiiar effects on the system, but the failure modes 

may have difTerent severity in tems of the safety or the effect on the peripheral 

equipment. In the -A forms of the active branch, shaft break, nut break, and linkage 

break (Table 5.2) Iead to the active branch break At the system level, Table 5. L shows 

that active branch break leads to the failure of manipulator. Table 5.2 indicates that the 

screw pair jarn leads to the jamming of the corresponding active branch. Table 5.1 

indicates that the active branch jam also leads to the failure of the manipulator. Even 

though both the active branch break and active branch jam can Lead to the failure of the 

manipulator, it is obvious that an active branch break would generate more senous safety 

problems to the system and the operators. Therefore, the severity of a branch break is 

rated "D". Compared with an active branch jam, integrated countermeasures to prevent 

active branch break fiom happening should have prioriw 

5.4 Fault Tree Analysis of the Manipulntor 

As introduced previously, FTA is a deductive method that reasons from general to the 

specific. Using this method an undesired event (a 

al1 the possible events and faults that might lead 

represented by fade tree drawing- In a fault tree. 

failure) should be defined f ~ n  and then 

to the undesired events are graphically 

these events or fauks are comected by 



logical operators. Constnicting a fault tree requires a good understanding of the 

mechanism, the investigation of the failure modes of the components and subsystems that 

lead to the failure of the syaern, and the causes for the failures. The FMEA of the subject 

manipulator provided the bais  for the FTA of the manipulator. 

The fault trees of the manipulator wili be constructed at different leveis. The top level 

(Level 1) is the system level at which the top event is the failure of the manipuIator. The 

manipulator consists of the following systemsr cornputer system. power system, parallel 

mechanism, and end effector. The subsystems whose failures are directly associated to 

the failure of the systern are calIed second level (Level 2) systems. These subsystems, in 

turq could consist of lower level subsystems. Fault trees of the system and the 

subsystems will be constructed in the following sections. 

5.4.1 Process of fault tree analysis 

The following steps should b e  followed to perform FTA of the studied manipulator 

(BIoch and Geitner 1990, Roland and Moriarty 1953): 

(1) Define the undesired events involved in the system. Each event can have its own fault 

tree respectively. 

(2) FdentiQ the possible prime causes of the undesired events. 

(3) Identie conditions that could contribute to the prime causes. 

(4) Repeat step (3) at the next lower level. 

(5) Continue step (4) to the required level. If the basic events can be traced, tracing al1 

basic events is desired. 
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(6) Evaluate fault trees quaiitativeïy. Using top-down method (as introduced in Chapter 

1) simplify and i d e n t e  fault paths. 

(7) Determine whether a quantitative analysis is required. The eEciency of the fault tree 

technique can be enhanced by using quantitative data to identify probability of 

occurrence of fauit paths. 

(8) If quantitative analysis is required, ailocate a probability value to each basic event 

FoIIowing the logic laws introduced in Chapter 1, the probability of the higher Ievel 

event c m  be caicuIated- 

(9) Determine whether improvements or redesiyn of the analyzed system is required. 

From step (8), the probabilities of undesired events can be obtained. The most 

probable undesired events should be considered first. 

5.4.2 Top Ievel fault tree 

The prime causes for the top event are failures OC Level 2 systems: computer system 

failure, power faiiure, end effector failure, parallet mechanism failure, and extemal 

factors. The top Ievel fault tree is shown in Figure 5.3, in which the prime causes are 

comected to the top event through an OR gate. This top level fault tree indicates that any 

one of the prime causes can generate the top event. 

5.4.3 Fault trees of level2 systems 

Ln this research, the faiIure of the computer system, power, end effector and exteml 

factors wi11 not be investigated. Therefore, they are treated as undeveloped events in the 
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top level fault tree in Figure 5 -3. The fault tree of the Riceobot's computer system s h o w  

in Appendix B (Visinsky et ai. L993) could be a good reference for the computer system 

fauk tree of the studied manipulatocs. The fault trees of the branches will be constructed 

in Figures 5.4 and 5.5- 

The parallel manipulator consists of three active branches and one passive branch. It is 

assumed that the three active branches are structurdly identical. The fault trees of one of 

the active branches and the passive branch are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. 

Figure 5.3. Top ievel fadt tree of the manipuhtor- 



Figure 5.4- Fault tree of active branch 



Figure 5.5. Fadt trec of passive branch. 

5.4.4 Fault trees of level3 systems 

Among the fault trees of level 2 systems of the manipulator, the causes for the failure of 

the passive branch have been traced to the basic event Ievel (Figure 5.5). In the fault tree 

of the active branch (Figure 5.4), the failure causes of the drive system and the sensor 

have not been traced to the basic event level. The failures of the drive system and the 



sensor will be  studied as Level 3 systems. The fault trees o f  these two systems will be 

investigated in the following sections. 

Fault tree of the drive system 

The fault tree of the drive system ofthe manipulator is shown in Figure 5.6. As indicated 

in the fault tree, the prime causes of the top event (failure of drive system) are faiIure of 

the motor, failure of the flexible coupling, and Eailure of the link The flexible couplings 

are beUows couplings made by Stock Drive Products-Sterling instrument hc. The 

bellows couphg consias of phosphor bronze bellowq brass hubs and stainless steel 

clamping screws. The hubs are soldered to the bellows. Failure of the motor will be 

analyzed as Level4 system. 

Failure of 

sys tem 

r-'l Y4 bellows couplin, @ 

Figure 5.6, Fault tree of the drive system. 



Fault tree of sensor 

The fault tree of sensor is constructed in Figure 5.7, in which hardware €dure of sensor 

depends on the particular type of sensor. The senson used on the manipulator are LX- 

PA45 Iinear potentiometen made by Unimeasure Inc. The fault tree of the potentiometer 

is constructed as shown in Figure 5.8. 

Figure 5.7- Fault tree of sensor- 

5.4.5 Fault trees of leveI4 systems 

Motor is a subsystern o f  the drive system of manipulator. As the Iower level subsystems 

of the drive system, the motor can have its own fault trees as given in Figure 5.9. The 

motor used on the manipulator is a DC motor. Arnong the components of the motor, the 

brushes, armature bearings and armature are Liable to fail. According to the information 
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provided by the manufacturer of the motor, Pittmann Inc-, the Failure rates of the brushes 

and the bearings are about L.0 x 10-~ per hour and 1.0 x IO+ per hour, respectively. 

Because of the Iack of specifications of the bearings, in the fault tree of Figure 5.9, the 

failure of the bearings is treated as an undeveloped event. 

Figure 5.8. Fadt tree of potentiometer. 

5.4.6 Fault tree of the movement beyond the workspace 

The workspace of a manipulator can be calculated by kinematics analysis. In order to 

avoid the end effector moving out of the boundary of the workspace, in practke, the 

designed workspace is resaicted to be smaller than the kinematic workspace. This 

limitation can be set by programming/using Iimit switches. For the studied manipulator, 

the rotations of the mobile platforni in the two allowed directions are iïmited to less than 



40 degrees. If any rotation exceeds this Iirnit, the pIatform is considered to be out of the 

designed workspace. The end effector is restricted to move in the designed workspace by 

software control. Ifthe software control fails and motion beyond the designed workspace 

occurs, lirnit switches will cut the power to the motors. 

Figure 5.9. Fauit tree of motor, 

Figure 5.10 shows the causes for movement beyond the designed workspace. In Figure 

5. IO, an "AND" gate with a priority modification is used. The restriction added on the 

AND gate indicates a sequence requûement (Roland and MorÏarty 1982). The fault tree 

of Figure 5.10 shows that when both the software control and the iimit switch fail, the 

movement beyond the specified workspace could happen. However, the soffware f~Iure 

should happen before the limit mitch failure. 



Figure S. 10, Fauit tree of the movernent beyond the workspace. 

5.4.7. Evaiuation of fault trees of the manipulator 

In qualitative evaluation of a fault tree, logical reduction is usually used to get a Iogical 

equivalent tree, Le., a simplified fault tree, so that the evaluations of the fault tree can be 

performed more easily and eficiently (Roland and Moriarty 1983). Logical reduction is 

particularly important for complex fault trees where there are many intermediate Ievels, 

and some events may be present more than once in a fault tree. Quantitative evaiuation 

couid be performed based on the qualitative analysis. Probability is usually employed to 

calculate the occurrence of the top event when the probabilities of basic events are 

known. Failure rate is a measure of the probability of failure. Therefore in this research, 

failure rates of the components wiIl be used to evaluate the failure of the system or a 

subsystem. 



n i e  top level fault tree (Figure 5.3) of the studied manipulator will be examined to show 

the performance of qualitative evaluation of a fault tree. Failure of the manipulator is 

denoted as 'P'. Because the three active branches are identicai to each other, the fidures 

of the active branches are denoted as "Fa=*<. Similady, the faiiures of the cornputer, 

power, end effector, passive branch and extemai events are denoted as Fm,, Fm Fe* 

Fp-ve7 and F e ,  respectively. Using logical operators, the relationship between the failure 

of the manipulator and the failures of the subsystems is expressed by the following 

equation, 

It is should be noted that Fdve appears three times in equation (5.3). The absorption law 

applied in algebra computation (Lewis 1996) is used to simpliQ equation (5.3) as the 

following equation. 

Corresponding to equation (5.4), the equivalent fault tree of the top level fault tree is 

shown in Figure 5.  L 1. 

If rn events X, are al1 independent, then the probability of a union of rn events is (Lewis 

1996): 

The logical reduction of the fault tree made the probability computation easier- 

Therefore, the probability of the manipulator failure can be calculated as equation (5.6)- 



Figure 5-1 1, Equivalcnt top Ievel fadt tree of the ~ p u l a t o r ~  

In the faut trees of active and passive branches, the failures have been traced to the level 

of basic events. The failme rates of basic events could be available nom reliability 

database. If the e x i e d  factors, whkh are listed as undeveloped events in fault trees of 

the manipulator, can be ignored, quantitative analysis of the fault trees, at both the 

subsystem and system levels c m  be peflormed. 



Generally, in order to investigate al1 possibie Failure modes, the fauit uees of a system 

should be constnicted from higher level systems to lower ievel ones until al1 the basic 

events that lead to the failure of the system have been investigated. Therefore, the basic 

causes for a failure can be identified and the corresponding measures then could be  

developed to reduce or elimhate the failure causes. ConsÏderÏng the subject manipulator, 

in the top leveI fault tree, no detailed information on failures of the subsystem is 

provided. As the analysis is performed nom the top level system to the lower level 

systems, more and more detailed information is presented. For example, in the fault tree 

of the active branch as shown in Figure 5.4, it is indicated that, among the joints on the 

active branch, the active linear joint includes the most failure modes. It is obvious that 

the improvement of the active linear joint is more crÏtica1 than the universai joints. The 

mechanical failures of the active linear joint components have different failure rates. For 

the worst cases, the probabilities of deformation, break, misalignment and jam are 

respectively 0.1 x 104, 0.0 1 x IO", 1.0 x lodand 1.0 x lodper hour (Bloch and Geitner 

1 990). Therefore, measures for reducing the occurrence of jam and misalignment should 

be taken first. The FMEA form of the active branch (shown in Table 5.2) indicates that 

good lubrication might reduce the occurrence of the joint jam, and proper design of the 

working load and precise installation could decrease the occurrence of misali, onment. 

Based on the detailed fault tree study, specific irnprovements couid be recommended. 

In generd, quantitative analysis of the fault trees starts with the fault trees at the lowest 

Ievel where the failure causes normalIy are traced to the basic events whose failure rates 

or other reliability measures are available. Using the failure data of the basic events, the 



failure data of the lowest system could be calcuiated. Then the failure rates of the next 

higher level systems could be evaiuated. Kowever, sometimes it is not necessary to 

construct very detailed fault trees of some subsystems when the specific failure 

mechanisms are not important, and the tàiiure data of the subsystem is already avaiIabIe. 

For exampIe, the failure rate of a flexible coupling can be taken as 9.987 x 1 0 ~ ~ e r  hour 

(DhÏllon 1988). If the failure rate of the driving system (shown in Figure 5.6) is of 

concern while the investigation of the failure modes of the flexible coupling is less 

important, the causes for the coupling failures do not have to b e  investigated. However, it 

should also be noted that in practice, the lack of reliability data reduces the effectiveness 

of the quantitative analysis of fault trees. 

5.5 Reliability improvements of the Manipulator 

Al1 the logical gates in the fault trees of the example rnanipulator are OR gates. In terms 

of reliability, replacing an OR gate with an AND gate could enhance the reliability of the 

system. For this purpose, redundancy wiII be recommended. 

For parallet manipulators, redundant sensors (Notash and Podhorodeski 1994, 19954 b), 

redundant actuation (Notash and Podhorodeski 1996, Kim 1997, Notash 1998), and 

redundant branch (Notash and Podhorodeski 1996) have been suggested to improve fault 

tolerance capabilities of parallel manipulators. In general, redundant sensors could be 

added on passive branches or on active branches. Redundant actuation can be introduced 

into a paralllel manipulator by either actuating the passive branch or actuating the passive 

joint(s) on an active branch When these methods are applied to a specified rnanipulator, 



the feasibility has to be examined. In the Sections 5.5. L and 5.5.2, the methods for adding 

redundant sensing and redundant actuation on the active branches of the manipulator will 

be discussed. Adding one redundant active branch on the manipulator will be discussed 

in Section 5-5.3- 

5.5.1 Redundant sensing 

The passive branch of the manipulator has a slide joint, which consists of the shefl of the 

manipuiator and h e a r  rails, and a universai joint. The translation produced by the 

passive joint is the slide of the rails with respect to the shell. It is difficult to add a 

redundant sensor on either the sliding pair or the Universal joint. Redundant sensing can 

be introduced to an active branch in two ways. The first rnethod is adding a redundant 

sensor on the actuated joint, which could be either identical or different than the original 

one. When two different types of sensors are used at the same joint, the redundancy is a 

kind of funaional redundancy. The two different types of sensors can be used to sense 

either the same variable (position or velocity) or different variables (one to sense the 

position and another to sense the velocity). The second approach is to add a sensor to one 

of the passive joints on the active branch. When one of the senson on the branch fails, 

the remaining sensor will provide the required position or velocity information for the 

manipulator. 

Because the three branches are stnrcturaily identical to each other, the fiailure rate of the 

branches should be the same- Therefore, the redundant sensors will be added to ai1 of the 



active branches. In addition, three irnproved active branches will improve the reliability 

o f  the manipulator more dramaticaily than one or two improved branches. 

The two sensing elements monitoring the same active joint can be considered as a sensing 

group. Substituting the event of sensor in the fault tree of  the active branch (Figure 5.4) 

with senring group, the fault tree of redundant sensing is shown in Figure 5-12. The 

examples of possible combinations o f  "sensor L" and "sensor 2" of  Figure 5.12 are listed 

in Table 5-4- 

sensing Li-l 

Failure of 
sensor I 

Figure 5- 12. Fauit tree of sensor group. 

Table 5-4. Combincitions of senso r group 

Corn bination 

Potentiometer 
(position sensor) 

Opticai encoder 
(position sensor) 

Optical encoder 
(position sensor) 

Optical encoder 
(position sensor) 

Tachorneter 
(velocity sensor) 

(1) Both on active joint or 
(2) On passive and active joints 

(1) Both on active jo in~  or 
(2) On passive and active joints 

(1) Both on active joint, or 
(2) On passive and active joint 



5.5.2 Redundtint actuation 

For parallei manipulators, the most common method for adding a redundant actuation is 

actuating a passive joint. In the manipulator, the active joint on the active branch is a 

linear joint Loss of actuation leads the manipulator to Iose one DOF. The passive joints 

on an active branch are revolute joints that cannot change the length of the branch. 

Therefore, if the active Linear joint faits, the redundant aauation added to the passive joint 

might be unable to replace the hc t ion  of the active linear joint to complete the assigned 

task udess the task does not require the change in the length of failed active linear joint. 

Therefore this method is not recommended for the shidied manipulator. Limited by the 

active linear joints on the active branches, actuating the central passive branch is also 

unfeasible. One possibk way to employ redundant actuation on this rnanipulator is 

doubling the drive system of an active branch. The changes due to the redundant 

actuation and sensing of an active branch are s h o w  in Figure 5.13. 

linear joint a 

Figure 5-13: Fadt tree of an active linear joint with a redundant driving system 
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The driving system and sensor on al1 of the active branches should be doubIed for two 

reasons. First, the syrnmetrical layout is preferred. Second, the probabilities of fkifure of 

the three active branches are the same. Wu et al. (199 l), and Monteverde and Tosunoçlu 

(1997) presented two types of duai-actuator driving system to deal with single actuator 

failure on a joint. When a failure occurs on one of the actuators, the other would take 

over the whole load and continue the present task. However, these methods are 

impracticai for the studied manipulator because of the limited space for installing the 

gearbox on the manipulator- 

5.5.3 Redundant active branch 

Adding an active branch to a parailel manipulator is a method for adding redundant 

actuation to improve the fault tolerance capability of the manipulator. Adding an active 

branch that is identical to the existing active branches is preferred. For the studied case, 

the mobility of the manipulator with four five-DOF active branches can be calculated by 

using Grubler's equation. The mobility is calculated with the number of links and joints 

respectively 10 and 12 to be two. The "new" manipulator can provide only two DOF. 

Adding an active branch identical to the existing ones will not be recomrnended because 

the manipulator will not provide SUff~cient mobility. 

The minimum required DOF of the fourth branch for the example manipulator should be 

studied. It couid be assumed that al1 of the joints on this branch are single DOF joints. If 

the number of such joints is h, then the number of links on the branch will be ('n - 1). In 

order to provide a mobility of three, the number of the joints can be caiculated by using 





manipulator wiIl fail. The four branches could be identical to each other or different 

(such as three five DOF branches and one six DOF branch). 

branches braneh 

Figure 5. L4. Fadt tree of the mmipuiator with a redundant active branch, 

5.6 Discussions on fauit tree construction 

5.6.1 Approaches to identifying primary events 

In a fault tree, the primary events are the ones whose failures affect the presence of the 

top event directly. Conventionally, the primary events are the failures of the 

subsystems/components of the studied system/subsystem. f he causes for their faitures 



should be çtudied and comected to the events through Iogic gates. The fault trees 

introduced in Chapter 2 and presented in Chapter 5 on the example palle1 manipulators 

are consmcted by using this method (Method 1). 

A possible alternative method (Method 2) for identieing pnmary events will be 

suggested. To be consistent with the FMEq the ptimary events of a system or nibsystem 

will be the failure modes of the top event. The responsible causes of these failure modes 

wili be shidied. Using Method 2, the fault tree of the active branch of the studied 

manipulator will be constructed. In the fault tree of the active branch of Figure 5.4, the 

prirnary events of the top event, "fkilure of active branch", are the base universal joint 

jam, upper universal joint jarn, failure of the active linear joint, linkage break and external 

factors. Recalling the M A  form of the active branch of Table 5.1, the failure modes of 

the branch are branch break, loss of actuation and branch jam. According to the causes 

for the failure modes listed in this FMEA form, the fault tree of the active branch in terrns 

of its failure modes is constmcted and shown in Figure 5.15. 

Cornparhg the fault trees constructed by the two different methods, the basic events of 

the trees are identical. Therefore, either method can be used to identi& these basic 

events, 



Figure 5- 15. Fauit tree of the active branch based on ihe failure modes (Method 2). 

- 
In the fault tree of Figure 5.1 5, the event of a screw pair jam rhat causes both the branch 

jarn and loss of actuation appears twice. Different fàilure modes of the nut and sh& of 

the screw pair are comected to different logk gates. In the fault tree constmcted by 

Method 1, different events o d y  appear once and different failure modes o f  a component, 

such as the nut and shaft, appear under the same logic gate. One failure mode could 



cause different failures. Therefore, the f'iàiture mode will appear more than once as an 

event in the f d t  tree (such as the screw pair jam in the fadt  tree of Figure 5-15}. 

Because one component could have different fidure modes, the failure modes of the 

component wiI1 appear in a different branch of the fault tree (such as the shafi 

deformation and shaft break). As has been addressed previously, one of the advantages of 

FTA is that it can systematicaily break a system into the manageable subsystems and 

identify d l  the causes for the failure of the subsystems. FTA based on the fault trees 

conrrnicted by using ~Method 2 would lose this advantage- In addition, the repeated 

appearances of the events make it harder to perform qualitative and quantitative analyses 

of a fault tree. The advantage of Method 2 is that it is a straightforward graphical 

"interpretation" of the FMEA of a system. Based on the M A  of a systern, less effort 

would be required to construct the Eault trees- 

5.6.2 Undeveloped events and basic events of fault trees 

Using undeveloped events wiseIy in fault trees can simplib the FTA and irnprove the 

efficiency of the method. It also helps the anaiysts focus on the issue of interest. In a 

fault tree, an event cm be treated as an undeveioped event if further resolution of the 

event will not bprove the understanding of the failure of a system (Sundararajan 199 I), 

when the event is ~npredictable~ and when the mechanism that causes the event is 

undetermined, 

In general, a basic event in a fault tree is a component level event that cannot be broken 

down into Iower analyzable units. Ideally, the reiiability data of basic events are available 



so that when the terminal events of a fault tree are basic events, quantitative analysis can 

be performed. However, basic events are not aiways achievable and it is not aiways 

necessary to reach the ievei of basic event. Ifinvestigating the failure causes of a system 

is required, identiSing the basic events of the fauit trees is necessary. If quantitative 

analysis is preferred, when the reliability data of a subsystem is known, this subsystem 

could be treated as a basic event. For example, the detailed fault tree of the DC motor 

used on the studied manipulator was constnicted as shown in Figure 5.9. If the fâilure 

causes of the motor are not important for the anafysis and the reliability data of the motor 

are avaiIabIe, the failure of the motor can be treated as a basic event of the fault tree of 

Figure 5.6. Depending on the objective of an FTA constmcting fault trees without 

unnecessary basic events will require tess effort to reach the analysis goal. 

5.7 Chapter Surnmary 

A three DOF parallel rnanipulator has been taken as an exampie to demonstrate the 

reliability analysis of parailel manipulaton. This example manipulator has three identical 

active branches and one passive branch Each active branch consists of an actuated linear 

joint comected to the platfoms by universal joints. The passive branch, which has a 

slide joint and a universai joint, is used to constrain the mobile pladorm from undesired 

motions. The maniputator is considered a system, while the branches are considered 

subsystems of the manipulator. 

M A  was performed for the example manipulator. The FMEA forms of the 

rnanipulator showed that the active branch has more failure modes than the passive 



branch and the effects ofactive branch fidures affect the manipuIator more seriousty than 

passive branch fiülures do. Among the components of the active branch, the active linear 

joint manifests the most failure modes. Therefiore, improving the reliability of the active 

Iinear joints is more important than improving the passive branch. The fonns can also be 

used as a guideline for troubleshootiog of the manipulator. For a certain failure mode, the 

possible causes codd be identined and corresponding measures could be taken to solve 

the problem. 

Based on the FMEq the fault trees of the manipulator have been constnicted at the IeveIs 

of system and subsystem Redundancies that could improve the reliability of  the 

manipulator were suggested. Fault trees that reflected the additions of the redundancies 

were also constructed- 

The FMEA and FTA of the example parallel manipulator indicate that M A  and FTA 

are efficient methods for the reliability analysis of parallel manipuiators. Not only couid 

the frilure modes, effects of the failure modes and causes be qualitatively studied, but 

also the quantitative anaiysis could be perfiormed based on FMEA and FTA In addition, 

specified measures for irnproving the reiiability of the manipulator can be suggested. The 

procedures used in the study could be applied to other cases. 

Al1 the logk gates in the fault trees of the manipulator are OR gates. From the viewpoint 

of reliability, the fault trees of a system with more AND gates should be more reliable. 

For paraNe1 manipulators, employùig redundant sensing and redundant actuations are 

used to improve the fault tolerance capability. Limited by the structure of the passive 



branch, sensing or actuaîing the joints on the passive branch are not recommended. 

Redundant sensors were proposed to be added on the joints of the active branches. The 

redundant senson couid be the same as or different nom the original sensors. It was 

suggested that doubling the drive systems of the active branches and adding a redundant 

aaive branch were the preferred methods for equipping the manipulator with redundant 

actuation. Regarding the redundant active branch, its minimum required DOF was 

examined by using Grubler's equation. It is indicated that the redundant branch should 

have at Ieast six DOF so that the manipulator can stÏIl b e  used as a three DOF 

manipulator. These six DOF could be provided by a universai joint, a linear joint and 

spherical joint. In order to achieve identicai active branches and a symmevical layout, it 

was suggested that the upper universal joints of the active branches be replaced with 

spherical joints. 



Chapter 6 Discussions and Conclusions 

6.1 Discussions 

The discussions will be focused on the priority and effectiveness of redundancies. In 

generai, it has been recognized that the incorporated redundancies in the design of a 

parallel manipulator c m  improve its reliability. Before designing the redundancy for a 

specific parallel manipulator, the failure analysis should be performed to identify the 

critical items of the manipuiator. The methods for choosing the proper redundancy, 

assigning the pnority of redundancy to the subsystems/components, and ensuring that 

redundancies fùnction properly, have to be considered. 

6.1.1 Priority of redundancy 

Assigning the priority of redundancies for improving the fault tolerance capability of a 

parallel manipulator is essential. As has been addressed in Chapter 1, the active 

components are more likely to fail than the passive ones. In Chapter 4, the study verified 

that on a paralle1 manipulator, active joints have more failure modes than that of passive 

joints and the effects of active joint failures on the manipulator normally are more serious 

than those of passive joint failures. Active components should be considered before 

passive ones when considering the addition of redundancies. 

Criticality and risk prionty number (RPN) can be used as the measures for assigning 

priorities of redundancy of components and subsystems of a syaem. Cnticality is the 

mathematicai product of the numerical values of occurrence and severity. RPN is the 



product of criticalicy and detedon rating. FMEA couId give some insight into the 

evaluations of the criticality and RPN. The cornponents/subsystems with greater values 

of Criticaiity/RPN should be given the higher prionty. 

As was suggested in Chapter 5, there couId be three methods for adding redundant 

sensing on a parallel manipulator. The k s t  method is sensing passive joints, the second 

is adding passive sensed branches, and the third is adding redundant sensing on active 

joints. A passive branch and passive joint have less probability of failure than active 

ones. Therefore, in this work it is suggested that adding redundant passive sensed 

branches is a more reliable means of ensuring the funaion of redundant sensing than the 

other two methods. Similarly, it is suggested that sensing passive joints of active 

branches is more reliable for maintaining the function of redundant sensing than adding 

redundant sensing on active joints. 

Considering the two methods for introducing redundant actuation into a parailel 

manipulator, because of the disadvantages of redundant active branches discussed in 

Chapter 4, replacing passive joints with active joints should be considered first. 

If the criticdity of active branches can be evaluated, the rnost criticai branch should be 

improved tVst. Considering the probability that an active branch could be degenerated to 

a passive branch because of actuator failures, the redundant actuation should be added on 

the branch with the Ieast number of actuators. 



For a chosen active branch on which redundant actuation will be added, the passive joints 

ciosest to the base platform should be considered so that the added actuators would be 

instdled on or close to the base platform. If it is perceived that the fàilure of some 

passive joints may affect the operation of other joints, these joints shouid be  coosidered 

for redundant actuation, 

In some cases, adding redundant actuation on one or more branches can produce a 

symmetncaf layout. The addition of redundant actuathn that will resuit in a syrnrnetncai 

actuation distribution is to be preferred. 

6.1-2 Availability and feasibility of redundancies 

General methods for introducing redundancies into a parallel manipulator cannot always 

be accomplished for al1 practical parallel manipulators. The studied parailel manipulator 

of Chapter 5 is an example, in which the commonly used methods to employ redundant 

actuation are not possible due to the limitation of the types of joints. Andyzing the 

characteristics of individual manipulators is very important and always necessary. Based 

on a good understanding of the design and operating conditions of the manipulator, 

correct and precise reliability analysis can be performed. Furthemore, possible 

improvements couid be recommended. Depending on the individuai design, each 

manipulator could have its unique methods to obtain redundancy and to improve the fault 

tolerance capability. 



As mentioned earlier, the screw pairs and passive spherical and universd end joints used 

on the studied parallel mani pulator limited the availab ility of redundant actuation It 

should be noted thai, on current parallel manipulators, mon of the linear active joints are 

screw pairs. Most of the end joints comected to the base pIatforms/mobile platforms are 

spherical or universal joints. Screw pairs require actuation to generate motions. Because 

of loss of actuatioq screw pairs will lose their DOF. It is difficult to actuate the passive 

spherical or universal joints to obtain redundant actuation. The drawbacks sugest that in 

order to make good use of the advantages of redundancies on paraiiel manipulators, the 

joint types of parailel manipulators should be chosen with care. 

6.1.3 Redundancy for coping with acîive/passive joint jam 

Redundant actuation has been recommended to deai with the problems caused by loss of 

actuation. The redundant actuation used for coping with a branch break and loss of 

actuation were discussed in Chapter 4, where it was assumed that the DOF of the branch 

would not be reduced due to the loss ofactuation, and the manipulator would still be able 

to provide the required mobility for completing its assigned task. 

When a joint jarn takes place, the manipulator could fail due to insufficient DOF. If the 

jammed joint is an active joint, it will cause the manipulator to lose both actuation and 

DOF. Redundant actuation cannot cope with the problem caused by a jammed joint. 

Increasing the number of joints on the manipulator will be recommended to sohe the 

problem. An extra actuated joint could take over the duty of a jammed active or passive 

joint- 



After being improved by adding redundancies, the reliability of a paralle1 manipulator 

should be re-evaluated. This evaiuation can be performed at the subsystem levei (such as 

an active branch or a passive branch) or system level (the whole manipulator) depending 

on how the redundancies affect the system It can help estimate the effectiveness of the 

redundancies. Quantitative evduation could give a clearer cornparison of the reliabilities 

of the original design and the revised one. AIso, the re-evaluatioa c m  help identify 

problems generated by the modifications. 

6.2 Conclusions 

In the present work, the joint and actuator distributions of basic parailel manipulators 

have been investigated. When designing a parallel manipulator with a given mobility and 

number of branches, the distributions of joints and actuators can be selected from the 

possible configurations. Based on the basic configuration smdy, failure modes of joints, 

links and branches have been identified. The effects of joint and Iink failures on branches 

and the effects of branch f ~ l u r e s  on paraIlel manipulators were investigated. Using 

network modeling, a class of paralle1 manipulaton with different layouts was analyzed 

and the failure rates of the manipulators in terms of the failure rate of each branch were 

evaluated. The failure modes and effects study showed that the reduction in sensing, 

actuation or degree of fkeedom could cause the failure of a basic parallel manipulator- In 

order to improve the reliability of manipulators, properly designed manipulator Iayout as 

well as suit able redundancy should be considered. 



Addition of one redundant actuator was considered to generate the redundant 

configurations of parallel manipulaton. When actuator failed, the corresponding fauk 

tolerant configurations were investigated. Different redundant configurations of a parailel 

manipulator improve fauIt tolerance capability of the manipulator in dEerent ways. 

Therefore, it is necessary to identie the optimum configurations of pardel manipulators. 

In this present work, the required conditions and criteria for optimum configurations were 

proposed. These criteria are usehl for designing a parallel manipulator that has the b e a  

fault tolerance capability among a class of manipulators. 

In this work, FTA and FMEA were combined to perform the failure analysis of an 

example parallel rnanipulator. The case study indicated that =A and FTA are 

effective failure analysis tools for parailel manipulators. The analysis results revealed 

that the considered parailel manipulator is not fault tolerant. SeveraI methods for 

introducing redundancies int O the mani pulato r were suggested and investigated b y using 

FTA Addition of a redundant sensor on each of the active branches and a redundant 

active branch on this manipulator was recommended. However, the application of 

redundancies was iimited by the design of the manipulator. That is, modification of the 

original design of the manipulator is required for incorporating redundancies. Methods 

for employing redundant sensors and redesigning the active branches due to the 

introduction of a redundant active branch, should be studied hrther. 
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Appendix A: Mobility Shidy of the Example Manipulator 

A.1 Mobüity of the Manipulator without Passive Branch 

In order to examine the function of the passive branch, mobility of the rnanipulator 

without the passive branch wili be studied 

nurnber of branches, joints and actuaton by 

k s t .  Checkhg the combinations of the 

the study of Malik and Kerr (1992), the 

confÏguration satisfies the condition to be a three DOF parallel manipulator. The DOF of 

the rnanipuiator can be calculated using equation 

where, M i s  mobility of a manipulator. I and n are numbers of links and joints on the 

examined manipulator. mi is the number of eeedom of joint i (i = 1,. . ., n). 

For the studied manipulator, i = 8 and n = 9- On each branch there are two universal 

joints each providing two DOF, and one prismatic joint which provides one DOF. There 

are three identical branches. Therefore the mobility of the manipulator is three. 

As has been studied in Chapter 5, the mobile platform may obtain two extra 

translatational DQF and one extra rotary DOF due to the special geometrical condition of 

the manipulatioa 



A.2 Mobility of the manipuhtor with Passive Branch 

The passive branch is mounted perpendicular to the base plane defined by X-axis and Y- 

axis at OB (Figure A 1). The upper axk of the universal joint is denoted as Al, and the 

lower one is denoted as A2. Both the axes of the universal joint of the passive branch are 

mounted paralle1 to the base plane. For the studied rnanipulator, the axis Al, codd be at 

an arbitrary angle between 0° to 180" to the x-axis of the mobile frame. For simplicity, it 

is assumed the angle is Oa and AL passes through the attachent of branch 1 on the 

platforrn, Pi, i-e., Al is collinear with x-axis. So the x-axis of mobile frame is always in 

the vertical plane. The potential Ioci of Pt Iocations is a circle centered at the lower axÏs 

of the universal joint, A2, and contains axis Al (Figure A 1). This circle is on the vertical 

plane that is perpendicular to the base plane. The angle between x-axis of the mobile 

frame and X-axis of the base name, Bz, is fixed equal to 0" for al1 positions of the centrai 

universal joint. That is, the rotation of the mobile platform about 2-axis is eliminated 

(Montgomery, 1998)- 

Figure A, 1- Loci of Pl. 



It is obvious that the fùnction o f  the unsensed passive branch of the manipulator is to 

eliminate the undesired motions that could be generated by speciai geometrïcal 

conditions- Since the undesired motions, Le., the translations along X- and Y-axis, and 

the rotation about 2-axis are eliminated, three controlled motions, translations dong the 

axes of the actuated screw pairs on the active branches, are sufficient to define the 

position of the mobile plaaonn 

A.3 An Alternative Configuration of the Example Manipulator 

A three DOF parallel manipulator could be an alternative configuration of the studied 

manipulator. This manipulator has the same active branches as the studied case, but it has 

no central passive branch. Unlike the studied manipulator, the mobile and base platfiorms 

of the alternative manipulator have different sizes (shown in Figure k2). 

Figure A2- An atemtive three DOF parallel manipulator. 

The calculated mobility of the alternative manipulator is three. This manipulator could 

provide three independent motions: translation along 2-axis, rotations about X- md Y- 

axis. It rnay also provide the mobile platform with translations along X- and Y-axis, but 

these translations depend on the three independent motions. 



Cornparisons of the previously studied manipulator and thé alternative one are Listed as 

follows: 

(1) This alternative manipulator consists of fewer branches and joints. Therefore, it has a 

relatively simple structure. 

(2) For the alternative manipulator, the translations dong X- and Y-axis are controlied b y 

controlling the independent motions, Le., the undesired motions are eliminated by 

software. The control scheme of  the manipulator will b e  more complicated. For the 

studied case the undesired motions are eliminated b y hardware, the passive branch. 






